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We have concluded that the Proposed Transaction is fair and reasonable

FINANCIAL SERVICE GUIDE
19 April 2017
RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd ABN 82 050 508 024 (“RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd” or “we” or “us” or “ours” as appropriate)
has been engaged to issue general financial product advice in the form of a report to be provided to you.
In the above circumstances we are required to issue to you, as a retail client, a Financial Services Guide (“FSG”). This FSG is
designed to help retail clients make a decision as to their use of the general financial product advice and to ensure that we comply
with our obligations as financial services licensees.
This FSG includes information about:


who we are and how we can be contacted;



the financial services that we will be providing you under our Australian Financial Services Licence, Licence No 255847;



remuneration that we and/or our staff and any associates receive in connection with the financial services that we will be
providing to you;



any relevant associations or relationships we have; and



our complaints handling procedures and how you may access them.

Financial services we will provide
For the purposes of our report and this FSG, the financial service we will be providing to you is the provision of general financial
product advice in relation to securities.
We provide financial product advice by virtue of an engagement to issue a report in connection with a financial product of another
person. Our report will include a description of the circumstances of our engagement and identify the person who has engaged
us. You will not have engaged us directly but will be provided with a copy of the report as a retail client because of your connection
to the matters in respect of which we have been engaged to report.
Any report we provide is provided on our own behalf as a financial services licensee authorised to provide the financial product
advice contained in the report.

General Financial Product Advice
In our report we provide general financial product advice, not personal financial product advice, because it has been prepared
without taking into account your personal objectives, financial situation or needs.
You should consider the appropriateness of this general advice having regard to your own objectives, financial situation and needs
before you act on the advice. Where the advice relates to the acquisition or possible acquisition of a financial product, you should
also obtain a product disclosure statement relating to the product and consider that statement before making any decision about
whether to acquire the product.

Benefits that we may receive
We charge various fees for providing different financial services. However, in respect of the financial service being provided to you
by us, fees will be agreed, and paid by, the person who engages us to provide the report and such fees will be agreed on either a
fixed fee or time cost basis. You will not pay to us any fees for our services; the Company will pay our fees. These fees are
disclosed in the Report.
Except for the fees referred to above, neither RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd, nor any of its directors, employees or related
entities, receive any pecuniary benefit or other benefit, directly or indirectly, for or in connection with the provision of the report.

Remuneration or other benefits received by our employees
All our employees receive a salary.

Referrals
We do not pay commissions or provide any other benefits to any person for referring customers to us in connection with the reports
that we are licensed to provide.

Associations and relationships
RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd is beneficially owned by the partners of RSM Australia, a large national firm of chartered
accountants and business advisers. Our directors are partners of RSM Australia Partners.
From time to time, RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd, RSM Australia Partners, RSM Australia and / or RSM Australia related entities
may provide professional services, including audit, tax and financial advisory services, to financial product issuers in the ordinary
course of its business.

Complaints Resolution
Internal complaints resolution process
As the holder of an Australian Financial Services Licence, we are required to have a system for handling complaints from persons
to whom we provide financial product advice. All complaints should be directed to The Complaints Officer, RSM Corporate Australia
Pty Ltd, P O Box R1253, Perth, WA, 6844.
When we receive a written complaint we will record the complaint, acknowledge receipt of the complaint within 15 days and
investigate the issues raised. As soon as practical, and not more than 45 days after receiving the written complaint, we will advise
the complainant in writing of our determination.
Referral to External Dispute Resolution Scheme
A complainant not satisfied with the outcome of the above process, or our determination, has the right to refer the matter to the
Financial Ombudsman Service (“FOS”). FOS is an independent company that has been established to provide free advice and
assistance to consumers to help in resolving complaints relating to the financial services industry.
Further details about FOS are available at the FOS website or by contacting them directly via the details set out below.
Financial Ombudsman Service
GPO Box 3
Melbourne VIC 3001
Toll Free:
1300 78 08 08
Facsimile:
(03) 9613 6399
Email:

info@fos.org.au

Contact Details
You may contact us using the details set out at the top of our letterhead on page 1 of this report.
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19 April 2017
The Directors
Gulf Industrials Limited
Level 7, 99 Macquarie Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000

Dear Directors

INDEPENDENT EXPERT’S REPORT (“REPORT”)
1.

Introduction
This Independent Expert’s Report (the “Report” or “IER”) has been prepared to accompany the Notice of
General Meeting and Explanatory Statement (“Notice”) to be provided to Shareholders for a General Meeting
of Gulf Industrials Limited (“Gulf” or the “Company”) to be held on or around May 2017, at which shareholder
approval will be sought to (among other things) acquire an interest in the Gbane gold exploration project in
Ghana (the “Project”) via an earn in and joint venture agreement (“Joint Venture”) it has entered into with
Cassius Mining Limited (“Cassius”) (“Proposed Transaction”).
Gulf has a right to earn up to a 70% interest in the Gbane Project through a combination of initial consideration
payable to Cassius Vendors to earn an initial 40% interest in the Project (“Vendor Consideration”) and a
subsequent earn in contribution over a period of 24 months from the date of the term sheet (“Term Sheet”)
being a direct investment in the Project to acquire a further 30% interest in the Project (“Earn-in
Consideration”).
The Vendor Consideration payable by the Company to Cassius Vendors to acquire an initial 40% interest in
the Gbane Project consists of the following:
•

$1,000,000 in cash as partial re-imbursement of expenses;

•

75 million fully paid Gulf Shares;

•

300 million Gulf Options issued with an exercise price of $0.015 each, where:
o

150 million Options will be issued immediately and are exercisable within 2 years (“Tranche 1
Options”); and

o

150 million Options will be issued immediately and are exercisable within 3 years, subject to the
satisfaction of a condition of the Gbane Project having an inferred resource of 1 million ounces of gold
(“Tranche 2 Options”).

THE POWER OF BEING UNDERSTOOD
AUDIT | TAX | CONSULTING
RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd is beneficially owned by the Directors of RSM Australia Pty Ltd. RSM Australia Pty Ltd is a member of the RSM network and trades as RSM. RSM is the trading name used
by the members of the RSM network. Each member of the RSM network is an independent accounting and consulting firm which practices in its own right. The RSM network is not itself a separate legal
entity in any jurisdiction.
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Gulf may then earn up to a further 30% interest in the Project (thereby increasing its interest in the Project to
70%) by paying Earn-in Consideration at a rate of 5.0% interest earned for every $1.5 million contributed
toward the advancement of the Gbane Project, up to a maximum of $9 million over 24 months.
If Gulf takes up its full 70% entitlement under the Proposed Transaction, it will then have the option to acquire
the remaining portion from Cassius Vendors at market rates, to take its interest to 100%.
The Directors of the Company have requested that RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd (“RSM”), being
independent and qualified for the purpose, express an opinion as to whether the Proposed Transaction is fair
and reasonable to shareholders not associated with the Proposed Transaction (“Non-Associated
Shareholders”).
The request for approval of the Proposed Transaction is included as Resolution 1in the Notice. Resolution 1
is subject to the approval of Resolutions 2 and 3, in the Notice. We have restated these resolutions below
(with certain capitalised terms having the meaning given to them in the Glossary in the Notice of General
Meeting):
Resolution 1: Approval for the acquisition of up to a 100% interest in the Gbane Project in Ghana, West Africa
“That, for the purpose of Listing Rule 10.1, and for all other purposes, Gulf Industrials Limited ("the Company")
is authorised to acquire from Cassius Mining Limited ("Cassius") up to a 100% interest in Cassius' gold
exploration Gbane Project on the terms and conditions set out in the accompanying Explanatory Statement.”
Resolution 2: Approval for the issue of Consideration Shares to Cassius Mining Limited or its nominees
“That, for the purpose of Listing Rule 10.11 and for all other purposes, approval is given for the Directors to
allot and issue 75,000,000 fully paid ordinary shares to Cassius Mining Limited or its nominees on the terms
and conditions set out in the accompanying Explanatory Statement.”
Resolution 3: Approval for the issue of Consideration Options to Cassius Mining Limited or its nominees
“That, for the purpose of Listing Rule 10.11 and for all other purposes, approval is given for the Directors to
allot and issue to Cassius Mining Limited or its nominees, the following options over fully paid ordinary shares
("Shares") with an exercise price of $0.015 per option:


150,000,000 options to be issued immediately and are exercisable within 2 years after the date
of issue (Tranche 1 Options); and



150,000,000 options to be issued immediately and are exercisable within 3 years, subject to
satisfaction of a condition of the Ghana Project have an inferred resource of 1 million ounces of
gold (Tranche 2 Options),

and the issue of Shares upon exercise of the Tranche 1 Options and Tranche 2 Options on the terms and
conditions set out in the accompanying Explanatory Statement.”
Mr James Arkoudis and Mr Anthony Karam are directors of both Gulf and Cassius. The Gulf Shares to be
issued to Mr Arkoudis and Mr Karam form part of the Proposed Transaction. Therefore, while the issue of
Shares and Options to the related parties are the reason there is a requirement for our Report, we have
considered these as part of our assessment of the Proposed Transaction.
The ultimate decision whether to approve the Proposed Transaction should be based on each Shareholder’s
assessment of their circumstances, including their risk profile, liquidity preference, tax position and
expectations as to value and future market conditions. If in doubt as to the action they should take regarding
the Proposed Transaction, or the matters dealt with in this Report, Shareholders should seek independent
professional advice.
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2.

Summary and Conclusion

Opinion
In our opinion, and for the reasons set out in Sections 10 and 11 of this Report, the Proposed Transaction is
fair and reasonable to the Non-Associated Shareholders of Gulf.

Approach
ASX Listing Rule 10.1 states that an entity must ensure that neither it, nor any of its child entities, acquires a
substantial asset from, or disposes of a substantial asset to a related party or substantial shareholder or any
of its associates without the approval of holders of the entity’s ordinary securities.
Where Shareholder approval is required, ASX Listing Rule 10.10.2 sets out the requirement for the inclusion
of an independent expert’s report opining on whether the transaction is fair and reasonable to the NonAssociated Shareholders of Gulf.
We have therefore considered whether the Proposed Transaction is “fair” to the Non-Associated Shareholders
by assessing and comparing:
•

The Fair Market Value of the Vendor Consideration; with

•

The Fair Market Value of a 40% interest in the Gbane Project,

In considering fairness, we have assessed on the value of a 40% interest in the Gbane Project because the
Vendor Consideration that will initially be paid to acquire this can be reliably measured, whereas it remains
uncertain how much additional interest Gulf may elect to subsequently acquire in the Project and what impact
any Earn-in Consideration will have on the value of the Project.
We have also considered whether the Proposed Transaction is “reasonable” to the Non-Associated
Shareholders by undertaking an analysis of the other factors relating to the Proposed Transaction which are
likely to be relevant to the Non-Associated Shareholders in their decision of whether to approve the Proposed
Transaction.
Further information of the approach we have employed in assessing whether the Proposed Transaction is
“fair and reasonable” is set out at Section 4 of this Report.

Fairness
Our assessed values of the Vendor Consideration and Gulf’s 40% interest in the Gbane Project are
summarised in the table and figure below.
Table 1 Assessment of fairness
Assessment of fairness

Ref.

Value (A$ millions)
Low

Preferred

High

Assessed Fair Market Value of Vendor Consideration

8.2

1.66

1.68

1.71

Assessed Fair Market Value of a 40% interest in the Gbane Project

9.1

0.96

1.87

2.35

Source: RSM analysis

We have summarised the values included in the table above in the chart below.
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Figure 1 Fairness graphical representation

Assessed Fair Market Value of Vendor Consideration

2.50

2.00

1.50

1.00

0.50

Preferred Value

0.00

Assessed Fair Market Value of Gulf's 40% interest in the Gbane
Project

A$ million

Source: RSM analysis

The chart above indicates that the range of values for the Vendor Consideration are within, and at the lower
end, of the range of values assessed for a 40% interest in the Gbane Project. We note that the independent
specialist has specified a preferred value at the equivalent of approximately A$1.87 million for a 40% interest
in the Gbane Project, which is above our range of values assessed for the Vendor Consideration. The
independent specialist’s full report can be viewed at Appendix E.
In accordance with the guidance set out in ASIC RG 111, and in the absence of any other relevant information,
for the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 10.1, we consider the Proposed Transaction to be fair to the NonAssociated Shareholders of Gulf.

Reasonableness
RG 111 establishes that an offer is reasonable if it is fair. It might also be reasonable if, despite not being fair,
there are sufficient reasons for security holders to accept the offer in the absence of any higher bid before the
offer closes. As such, we have also considered the following factors in relation to the reasonableness aspects
of the Proposed Transaction:
•

The future prospects of the Company if the Proposed Transaction does not proceed; and

•

Any other commercial advantages and disadvantages to the Non-Associated Shareholders as a
consequence of the Proposed Transaction proceeding.

If the Proposed Transaction does not proceed the funds that the Company has already contributed toward
the Project from the date the Term Sheet was entered into will be repayable in full by Cassius together with
interest at market rates, and the Company will have no interest in the Project.
The key advantages of the Proposed transaction are:


The Proposed Transaction is Fair;



The Company will have the right to acquire up to a further 30% initial interest in the Project at its
discretion, with the optionality of acquiring up to 100% interest in the Project subsequent to the
Proposed Transaction;



The Project will provide diversification to the Company’s existing limestone assets;



The acquisition may encourage new investors in the Company which may lead to increased liquidity
and greater trading depth than currently experienced by Shareholders.

The key disadvantages of the Proposed Transaction are:
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The Non-Associated Shareholders’ interests in the Company will be diluted.



Change in risk profile of the Company;



As stated in the independent specialist report attached at Appendix E, whilst the presence of the
Shaanxi mine is encouraging from a mineral prospectivity perspective, it also raises an issue to be
investigated pertaining to the possibility of deliberate undermining of parts of the License area – which
is currently being investigated by the Ghanaian Minerals Commission following a formal request from
Cassius to do so;



The specific risks associated with the Gbane Project being an advanced stage exploration asset
without a JORC compliant mineral resource, meaning there is no guarantee that any economic benefit
will flow to Non-Associated Shareholders.

In our opinion, the position of the Non-Associated Shareholders of Gulf if the Proposed Transaction is
approved is more advantageous than if the Proposed Transaction is not approved. Therefore, in the absence
of any other relevant information and/or a superior offer, we consider that the Proposed Transaction is
reasonable for the Non-Associated Shareholders of Gulf.
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3.

Summary of Transaction

Overview
Gulf has entered into an earn-in and acquisition Joint Venture agreement with Cassius in which it may earn
up to a 70% interest in the Gbane Project located in the upper east region of Ghana (the “Proposed
Transaction”).
Gulf may earn 70% under the Joint Venture agreement by paying Cassius a combination of Vendor
Consideration and Earn-In Consideration.
The Vendor Consideration is payable directly to the Cassius Vendors and will earn Gulf an initial 40% interest
in the Project, comprised of the following:
•

300 million Gulf Options issued with an exercise price of $0.015 each, where:
o

150 million Options will be issued immediately and are exercisable within 2 years (“Tranche 1
Options”); and

o

150 million Options will be issued immediately and are exercisable within 3 years, subject to the
satisfaction of a condition of the Gbane Project having an inferred resource of 1 million ounces of gold
(“Tranche 2 Options”).

Earn-In Consideration is payable directly toward the advancement of the Gbane Project and will enable Gulf
to acquire up to a further 30% interest at a rate of 5.0% interest earned for every $1.5 million contributed, by
contributing up to a maximum of $9 million over 24 months from the date of the Term Sheet.
In connection with the Proposed Transaction, the Company conducted a Share Placement in early 2017
through the issue of 937,500,000 Shares at $0.008 each (“Placement Shares”) to raise approximately $7.5
million (the “Placement”). The $7.5 million total raised in the Placement will be used toward:
•

implementing the Company’s acquisition of its interest in the Gbane Project through the project earn-in
and development strategy;

•

progressing the exploration program at the Company’s Soalara Limestone asset in Madagascar; and

•

general working capital purposes.

Subsequent to the Proposed Transaction, Gulf will have the first right to secure the remaining 30% in the
Project at market rates by obtaining an independent valuation of the Project within 12 months from the date
which Gulf has completed its earn-in; taking Gulf’s interest in the Gbane Project to up to 100%.

Key conditions of the Proposed Transaction
Completion of the Proposed Transaction is subject to and conditional upon several conditions precedent,
including:
•

Completion of due diligence by Gulf as to its reasonable satisfaction on Cassius, and Cassius’ assets,
including the Licence and Project;

•

Gulf Shareholder approval under the ASX Listing Rules;

•

Receipt of all necessary approvals and consents from governmental authorities and other third parties for
the transaction; and

•

The preparation and execution of formal documentation for the Joint Venture and Project.
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Rationale for the Proposed Transaction
The Directors assert that by enabling Gulf to participate in the development of a potentially significant gold
asset and increase its strategic and operational footprint in West Africa, completion of the Proposed
Transaction may present Shareholders with greater returns than they are currently exposed to.

Impact of Proposed Transaction on Gulf’s Capital Structure
The table below sets out a summary of the capital structure of Gulf prior to and post the Proposed Transaction
following completion of the $7.5 million Placement in early 2017.
Table 2 Share structure of Gulf pre and post the Proposed Transaction
Prior to Proposed Transaction
Shares on issue:
Non-Associated Shareholders
Cassius Related Party Vendors
Cassius Unrelated Party Vendors
Total undiluted Shares on issue

Options:
Non-Associated Shareholders
Cassius Related Party Vendors

(1)

Post Proposed Transaction

3,442,035,818

93.7%

3,442,035,818

91.9%

92,000,000

2.5%

104,400,000

2.8%

138,410,634

3.8%

201,010,634

5.4%

3,672,446,452

100%

3,747,446,452

100%

10,000,000

2.3%

10,000,000

1.4%

211,250,000

48.8%

278,900,000

38.1%

Cassius Unrelated Party Vendors (1)

211,250,000

48.8%

443,600,000

60.6%

Total Options on issue

432,500,000

100%

732,500,000

100%

3,452,035,818

84.1%

3,452,035,818

77.1%

Cassius Related Party Vendors

303,250,000

7.4%

383,300,000

8.6%

Cassius Unrelated Party Vendors

349,660,634

8.5%

644,610,634

14.4%

4,104,946,452

100%

4,479,946,452

100%

Fully diluted position:
Non-Associated Shareholders

Total diluted Shares on issue

Source: Company Estimates
1.
Mr Arkoudis and Mr Karam have each agreed to transfer 21,125,000 Options that they acquired in September 2014 to one of the unrelated Cassius Vendors. This
represents a reduction in the respective Option holdings of each of Mr Arkoudis and Mr Karam from 105,625,000 Options to 84,500,000 Options, excluding the issue of
any Tranche 1 Options and Tranche 2 Options.

Company Options
The Company currently has 432,500,000 Options on issue, each exercisable at $0.002 and expiring on 8
January 2018. The Options were acquired by the Option holders in September 2014. As the exercise price is
lower than Gulf’s latest share price at the date of this Report, these Options will be included in our assessment
of the value of a Gulf Share prior to the Proposed Transaction as required to calculate the value of the Vendor
Consideration.

Options to be issued to Cassius Vendors
The 300,000,000 Options are to be issued in two tranches to Cassius Vendors as part of the Proposed
Transaction. We have considered each tranche in our assessment of the Vendor Consideration in paragraph
8.2.
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4.

Scope of the Report

ASX Listing Rules
ASX Listing Rule 10.1 states that an entity must ensure that neither it, nor any of its child entities, acquires a
substantial asset from, or disposes of a substantial asset to, a substantial shareholder, a related party or any
of its associates without the approval of holders of the entity’s ordinary securities.
A related party could be a director of the Company. Mr James Arkoudis and Mr Anthony Karam are directors
of both Gulf and Cassius. Therefore, for the purposes of the ASX Listing Rules, Mr Arkoudis and Mr Karam
are each related parties of the Company.
An asset is considered substantial “if its value; or the value of the consideration for it is, or in the ASX’s opinion
is 5% or more of the equity interest of the entity as set out in the latest financial statements given to the ASX”.
The equity interest of Gulf as at 31 December 2016, as recorded in the Company’s financial statements
lodged for the half year ended 31 December 2016, was approximately $3.6 million. The value of the Vendor
Consideration that Gulf is proposing to pay to acquire a 40% interest in the Gbane Project is assessed at
approximately $1.7 million. As such the value of the Vendor Consideration will exceed 5% of the value of
equity of Gulf.
ASX Listing Rule 10.10 states that the notice for the shareholders’ meeting required under ASX Listing Rule
10.1 must include a report on the transaction from an independent expert. The report must state whether, in
the expert’s opinion, the transaction is fair and reasonable to the Non-Associated Shareholders.
Accordingly, Gulf is to hold a meeting of its Shareholders where it will seek approval for the Proposed
Transaction and the Company has engaged RSM, to prepare a report which sets out our opinion as to whether
the Proposed Transaction is fair and reasonable to Non-Associated Shareholders.

Basis of Evaluation
In determining whether the Proposed Transaction is “fair and reasonable” we have given regard to the views
expressed by the ASIC in RG 111.
RG 111 provides ASIC’s views on how an expert can help security holders make informed decisions about
transactions. Specifically, it gives guidance to experts on how to evaluate whether or not a proposed
transaction is fair and reasonable.
RG 111 states that the expert’s report should focus on:


The issues facing the security holders for whom the report is being prepared: and



The substance of the transaction rather than the legal mechanism used to achieve it.

RG 111 states that in relation to a related party transaction the expert’s assessment of fair and reasonable
should not be applied as a composite test – that is, there should be a separate assessment of whether the
transaction is “fair and reasonable” as in a control transaction.
Consistent with the guidelines in RG 111 and our interpretation of RG 111.54, in assessing whether the
Proposed Transaction is fair and reasonable to the Non-Associated Shareholders, the analysis undertaken is
as follows:


Whether the value of the Vendor Consideration is less than the value of Gulf’s 40% interest in the
Gbane Project – fairness; and



A review of other significant factors which Non-Associated Shareholders might consider prior to
approving the Proposed Transaction – reasonableness.
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The other significant factors to be considered include:


The future prospects of the Company if the Proposed Transaction does not proceed; and



Any other commercial advantages and disadvantages to the Non-Associated Shareholders as a
consequence of the Proposed Transaction proceeding.

Our assessment of the Proposed Transaction is based on economic, market and other conditions prevailing
at the date of this Report.
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5.

Profile of Gulf Industrials Limited

Background
Gulf Industrials Limited is an Australian based ASX listed company engaged in the mineral exploration and
development of industrial minerals in Africa. The Company was previously named Gulf Resources Limited,
incorporated in 2005; but changed its name to Gulf Industrials Limited in July 2010.
The Company primarily holds an interest in the Soalara Limestone Project on the South West Coast of
Madagascar. The Soalara Limestone Project includes two contiguous permits comprising a total area of 18.75
square kilometres which demonstrate chemical composition for cement, mineral processing and fertilizer
industries in Madagascar.

Directors and management
The directors and key management of Gulf are summarised in the table below.
Table 3 Gulf Directors
Name

Title

Experience

Mr Wayne Kernaghan

NonExecutive
Chairman

Wayne Kernaghan has over 25 years' experience in various areas of the mining
industry. He is a is a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia, a
Fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors and a Chartered Secretary; and
holds directorships with several other ASX listed companies.

Mr James Arkoudis

Independent
NonExecutive
Director
Independent
NonExecutive
Director

Mr Arkoudis has over twenty years' commercial experience as a solicitor, working in a
range of practices as well as holding in-house counsel positions in a property trust and
finance company. He has also been a director of an ASX listed Company.

Mr Anthony Karam

Mr. Karam has over 20 years' experience as a Lawyer in the corporate and commercial
spheres. Mr Karam's main area of expertise is the key statutory and compliance
related requirements of executive officers and has experience identifying, negotiating
and documenting terms for commercial transactions.

Source: Company

Financial Information of Gulf
The information in the following section provides a summary of the financial performance of Gulf for the years
ended 30 June 2015 and 30 June 2016 extracted from the audited financial statements of the Company and
for the six months ended 31 December 2016, taken from the reviewed financial statements of the Company.
The auditor of Gulf, A D Danieli Audit Pty Ltd, issued an unqualified audit opinion on the financial statements
for the year ended 30 June 2016 and cited no material misstatements in the reviewed financial statements
for the six months ended 31 December 2016.
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Financial Performance
The following table sets out a summary of the financial performance of Gulf for the six months ended 31
December 2016 and for the years ended 30 June 2016 and 2015.
Table 4 Gulf Historical Financial Performance
31-Dec-16

30-Jun-16

30-Jun-15

A$

Ref

Reviewed

Audited

Audited

Revenue

5.8

11,803

42,871

11,689

Exploration expenditure

5.9

(446,123)

(191,814)

(17,485)

(5,684)

-

-

Operating expenses

(165,409)

(176,571)

(152,606)

Loss before income tax expense

(605,413)

(325,514)

(158,402)

-

-

-

(605,413)

(325,514)

(158,402)

Depreciation

Income tax expense
Loss for the year
Source: Company Financials

The statement of financial performance reflects the Company’s main activities as an industrial minerals
exploration company, with no operating revenue and costs primarily comprising exploration and
administration expenditure.
Revenue for the year represents interest earned cash balances, which stood at circa $2.7 million at 31
December 2016.
Exploration expenditure written off during the six months to 31 December 2016 comprises approximately
$368,000 toward the Gbane Project and approximately $78,000 for the Soalara Limestone Project in
Madagascar. Spending toward the Gbane Project to 31 December 2016 represents expenditure incurred prior
to the Term Sheet being signed for the Proposed Transaction and is therefore not deemed to be a part of the
Earn-In Consideration.
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Financial Position
The table below sets out a summary of the financial position of Gulf as at 31 December 2016, 30 June 2016
and 2015.
Table 5 Gulf Historical Financial Position
A$

31-Dec-16

30-Jun-16

30-Jun-15

Ref

Reviewed

Audited

Audited

5.11

2,675,956

3,315,757

3,509,158

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Total Current Assets

1,717

21,516

2,394

2,677,673

3,337,273

3,511,552

Plant & equipment

5.12

97,665

-

-

Exploration expenditure

5.13

917,456

917,456

917,456

Total Non-Current Assets

1,015,121

917,456

917,456

Total Assets

3,692,794

4,254,729

4,429,008

Trade and other payables

52,892

24,414

93,404

Total Current Liabilities

52,892

24,414

93,404

Total Liabilities

52,892

24,414

93,404

3,639,902

4,230,315

4,335,604

35,770,946

35,755,946

35,535,721

920,000

920,000

1,790,200

(33,051,044)

(32,445,631)

(32,990,317)

3,639,902

4,230,315

4,335,604

LIABILITIES

Net Assets
EQUITY
Issued capital
Reserves
Accumulated losses
Total Equity
Source: Company Financials

At 31 December 2016 Gulf had a strong balance sheet with net assets of approximately $3.6 million, including
$2.7 million cash and cash equivalents and a working capital position of approximately $2.7 million. Since the
period end, the Company has completed a Placement for $7.5 million in connection with the Proposed
Transaction.
Plant & equipment additions represent two motor vehicles purchased in relation to the Gbane Project during
the period.
Exploration expenditure of $0.9 million reflects the purchase consideration of the Soalara Project (and its
controlling entities), plus capitalised historical expenditure, less amounts which remain payable to the
acquiree upon the first commercial shipment of limestone from the Soalara Project.
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Capital Structure
Gulf has 3,672,446,452 ordinary Shares on issue at the date of this Report. As set out in the table below, the
top 20 shareholders of Gulf as at 24 March 2017 represent around 52% of the total issued capital. There are
two substantial holders (greater than 5%), including WJK INV PL which is an entity controlled by a Director,
Mr Wayne Kernaghan.
Table 6 Gulf Top 20 shareholders
Total Units

% Issued Share
Capital

AXIS GRP INV PL <AXIS SMSF A/C>

196,222,222

5.34%

2

WJK INV PL

185,000,000

5.04%

3

ROBOT SYSTEMS PL <ROBOT SYSTMS STAFF>

156,360,000

4.26%

4

S P Q R ONE PL <S P Q R ONE A/C>

153,373,413

4.18%

5

HATLEN PL <LENEHAN FAM S/F A/>

117,500,000

3.20%

6

LENPARK PL <K&J S/F A/C>

100,000,000

2.72%

7

FOKAS CORP PL

100,000,000

2.72%

8

MILNE DAVID

82,426,202

2.24%

9

LOWE DENNIS + YVONNE <DENNIS R LOWE PL S>

81,316,000

2.21%

10

LENEHAN SIMON + S <S&S LENEHAN SUPER>

79,286,964

2.16%

11

J P MORGAN NOM AUST LTD

79,013,721

2.15%

12

NUMOON PL

78,886,400

2.15%

13

TASMAN PACIFIC INV LTD

75,250,000

2.05%

14

ELITE EXERCISE SYD PL

75,091,667

2.04%

15

DENNIS R LOW PL <SUPER FUND A/C>

75,000,000

2.04%

16

LENEHAN J N + PARKER K E <LRB A/C>

62,500,000

1.70%

17

BPE INV PL

60,422,958

1.65%

18

BRINKMANN SANDRA

53,613,495

1.46%

19

BESTRAWL PL <JB FAM FUND A/C>

52,150,000

1.42%

20

SAVELLIS BILL

51,450,000

1.40%

Total Top 20 Shareholding

1,914,863,042

52.14%

Others

1,757,583,410

47.86%

Total Issued Capital

3,672,446,452

100.0%

Rank

Name

1

Source: Company
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Share price performance
The figure below sets out a summary of Gulf closing share prices and traded volumes for the 12 months to
21 March 2017.
Figure 2 Gulf daily closing share price and traded volumes
0.014

30.0

Announcement of
Proposed Transaction

0.012

25.0

0.010

Price

0.008
15.0
0.006
10.0
0.004
5.0

0.002
0.000
Mar 16

Volume (in millions)

20.0

0.0
Apr 16

May 16

Jun 16

Jul 16

Aug 16
Volume

Sep 16

Oct 16

Nov 16

Dec 16

Jan 17

Feb 17

Price

Source: S&P Capital IQ/ ASX

In the 12 months prior to 20 January 2017, being the last day the Company’s securities were traded prior to
announcement of the Proposed Transaction, the Company’s Shares experienced limited trading activity, with
around 15% of volume traded. Over this period, Gulf’s Share price fluctuated at between $0.006 per Share
and $0.012 per Share.
During this period, the volume of Shares traded on any single day did not exceed 0.5%, highlighting a lack
of trading in the Company’s securities.
As the graph above highlights, there was a slight increase in activity following the announcement of the
Proposed Transaction on 25 January 2017, with circa 40 million Shares traded over the subsequent three
days. However, this activity still only translated to 1.1% of total volume traded, which reaffirms the relative
lack of liquidity in the Company’s securities.
Gulf’s Share price performance is discussed in more detail in Paragraphs 8.10 to 8.11.
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6.

Profile of the Gbane Project Mining Limited

The Gbane Project
The Gbane Project is located in the Upper East Region of northern Ghana, West Africa, in relative proximity
to the border with Burkina Faso.
The Project comprises a single granted large scale prospecting License covering an area of 13.79km2 of
which Gulf is entitled to earn an interest in an area measuring approximately 4.37km2, with an option to acquire
the remaining area.
The Project is 100% owned by Cassius, a Ghanaian incorporated company. As a condition of the License,
the Ghanaian government is entitled to a statutory free-carried interest of up to 10%.
The Project is an advanced stage gold exploration project with extensive small scale artisanal workings within
the License and adjacent area. Since acquiring the Project, Cassius has completed geological testing, rock
chip and soil geochemical sampling, bulk sampling and process plant testing over the Gbane area since 2013.
Between 2014 and 2015, Cassius conducted four rock chip grab sampling programs sourcing material from
mine shafts, artisanal diggings, mine tailings, waste and ore piles within the License area.
The Project area is located directly adjacent to the Shaanxi underground gold mine, operated by the Chinese
company, Shaanxi Mining Ghana Ltd, as well as within relative proximity to other recent discoveries including
Cardinal Resources Limited’s 4Moz Namdini resource and Endeavour Mining Limited’s 1.2Moz resource.
With the exception of small scale artisanal workings, the Shaanxi underground gold mine is the only active
operation in the area.
The independent specialist states in its report attached at Appendix E that while the close proximity of the
Shaanxi mine, situated immediately west of the Gbane license on an area totalling 0.30 km2, is encouraging
from a mineral prospectivity perspective, it also raises an issue to be investigated pertaining to the possibility
of deliberate undermining of parts of the License area. This risk is currently being investigated by the
Ghanaian Minerals Commission following a formal request from Cassius to do so.
Further information on the Gbane Project can be viewed in the independent technical specialist report
prepared by SRK, attached at Appendix D
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7.

Valuation Approach

Basis of Valuation
The valuations of the Vendor Consideration and a 40% interest in the Gbane Project have been prepared on
the basis of Fair Market Value being the value that should be agreed in a hypothetical transaction between a
knowledgeable, willing but not anxious buyer and a knowledgeable, willing but not anxious seller, acting at
arm’s length.

Valuation methodologies
In assessing the Fair Market Value of an ordinary Gulf share prior to and immediately following the Proposed
Transaction, we have considered a range of valuation methodologies. RG 111 proposes that it is generally
appropriate for an expert to consider using the following methodologies:
•

the discounted cash flow (“DCF”) method and the estimated realisable value of any surplus assets;

•

the application of earnings multiples to the estimated future maintainable earnings or cash flows added
to the estimated realisable value of any surplus assets;

•

the amount which would be available for distribution on an orderly realisation of assets;

•

the quoted price for listed securities; and

•

any recent genuine offers received.

We consider that the valuation methodologies proposed by RG 111 can be split into three valuation
methodology categories, as follows.
Market based methods
Market based methods estimate the Fair Value by considering the market value of a company’s securities or
the market value of comparable companies. Market based methods include;
•

The quoted price for listed securities; and

•

Industry specific methods.

The recent quoted price for listed securities method provides evidence of the fair market value of a company’s
securities where they are publicly traded in an informed and liquid market.
Industry specific methods usually involve the use of industry rules of thumb to estimate the fair market value
of a company and its securities. Generally, rules of thumb provide less persuasive evidence of the fair market
value of a company than other market based valuation methods because they may not account for company
hspecific risks and factors.
Income based methods
Income based methods estimate value by calculating the present value of a company’s estimated future
stream of earnings or cash flows. Income based methods include:
•

Capitalisation of maintainable earnings; and

•

Discounted cash flow methods.

The capitalisation of earnings methodology is generally considered a short form DCF, where an estimation of
the Future Maintainable Earnings (“FME”) of the business, rather than a stream of cash flows is capitalised
based on an appropriate capitalisation multiple. Multiples are derived from the analysis of transactions
involving comparable companies and the trading multiples of comparable companies.
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The DCF technique has a strong theoretical basis, valuing a business on the net present value of its future
cash flows. It requires an analysis of future cash flows, the capital structure and costs of capital and an
assessment of the residual value or the terminal value of the company’s cash flows at the end of the forecast
period. This method of valuation is appropriate when valuing companies where future cash flow projections
can be made with a reasonable degree of confidence.
Asset based methods
Asset based methodologies estimate the Fair Value of a company’s securities based on the realisable value
of its identifiable net assets. Asset based methods include:
•

orderly realisation of assets method;

•

liquidation of assets method; and

•

net assets on a going concern basis.

The value achievable in an orderly realisation of assets is estimated by determining the net realisable value
of the assets of a company which would be distributed to security holders after payment of all liabilities,
including realisation costs and taxation charges that arise, assuming the company is wound up in an orderly
manner. This technique is particularly appropriate for businesses with relatively high asset values compared
to earnings and cash flows.
The liquidation of assets method is similar to the orderly realisation of assets method except the liquidation
method assumes that the assets are sold in a shorter time frame. The liquidation of assets method will result
in a value that is lower than the orderly realisation of assets method, and is appropriate for companies in
financial distress or where a company is not valued on a going concern basis.
The net assets on a going concern method estimates the market values of the net assets of a company but
unlike the orderly realisation of assets method it does not take into account realisation costs. Asset based
methods are appropriate when companies are not profitable, a significant proportion of the company’s assets
are liquid, or for asset holding companies.

Selection of Valuation Methodologies
Valuation of a Gulf Shares to be issued to Cassius Vendors as part of the Vendor Consideration for the
Proposed Transaction
In assessing the value of Gulf Shares to be issued to Cassius Vendors as part of the Vendor Consideration
for the Proposed Transaction we have utilised the sum of parts method, which combines the following
methodologies:
•

Soalara Limestone Project – Valuation and Marketing Study prepared by CSA Global (“CSA”) discussed
in paragraph 7.15 below; and

•

For all other assets and liabilities – net assets on a going concern.

In 2016 the Company commissioned CSA to conduct a valuation and marketing study of its wholly owned
Soalara Limestone Project in Madagascar. CSA adopted a market value appraisal method in order to estimate
a Fair Market Value of the Soalara Limestone Project.
We have also considered the quoted market price methodology as a secondary valuation methodology. Gulf’s
Shares are listed on the ASX which means there is a regulated and observable market for its Shares.
However, consideration must be given to adequate liquidity and activity in order to rely on the quoted market
price method.
In our opinion, the DCF methodology cannot be used as future revenue and expenses cannot be forecast
with sufficient reasonable basis to meet the requirements of RG 111.
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The FME methodology is not appropriate as Gulf does not have a history of profitable trading.
We have used our sum of parts valuation to calculate the value per Share of Gulf and a binomial pricing model
to calculate an indicative value per Gulf Option and applied these values to the number of Shares and Options
to be issued by Gulf to Cassius Vendors under the Proposed transaction, in order to order to calculate the
Fair Market Value of the Vendor Consideration.
Valuation of Gulf’s 40% interest in the Gbane Project
In assessing the value of Gulf’s 40% interest in the Gbane Project, we have instructed SRK to act as an
independent specialist to value Gulf’s 40% interest in the Gbane Project held by Cassius. In selecting its
overall value range for the Project, SRK adopted the following methodologies:
•

Comparative transactions;

•

Multiple of exploration expenditures (MEE); and

•

Geoscientific rating.

We have conducted our analysis on the 40% interest that Gulf proposed to initially acquire by paying the
Vendor Consideration, as any Earn-In Consideration that may be paid thereafter would likely result in a
change in the value of the Project and render SRK’s present day valuation of the Project no longer reliable.
Further information on SRK’s adopted methodologies and valuation can be found in its full report included as
Appendix D.
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8.

Valuation of Vendor Consideration
As stated at paragraph 7.14 we have assessed the value of the Vendor Consideration by calculating the value
of a Gulf Share and a Gulf Option and applied this to the number of Shares and Options to be issued to
Cassius Vendors under the Proposed Transaction.
The value of the Vendor Consideration offered to acquire a 40% interest in the Gbane Project is calculated to
be between $1.69 million and $1.71 million as summarised in the table below.

Table 7 Value of Vendor Consideration
A$

Ref.

Low

Preferred

High

Gulf Shares offered as part of Vendor Consideration

3.2

75,000,000

75,000,000

75,000,000

Gulf value per Share (diluted)

8.3

$0.0031

$0.0032

$0.0034

$233,026

$241,552

$251,296

3.2

150,000,000

150,000,000

150,000,000

8.22

$0.0030

$0.0030

$0.0030

$456,000

$456,000

$456,000

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

$1,689,026

$1,697,552

$1,707,296

$1.69

$1.70

$1.71

Value of Vendor Consideration Shares
Gulf Options offered as part of Vendor Consideration
Gulf value per Option exercisable at $0.015 each
Value of Vendor Consideration Shares
Cash offered as partial reimbursement of expenses

3.2

Value of Vendor Consideration (A$)
Value of Vendor Consideration (A$ millions)
Source: RSM analysis

Valuation of Gulf Shares - Sum of Parts
Our assessed value of a Gulf Share on a control basis is between $0.0031 and $0.0034 per share, prior to
the Proposed Transaction, based on the sum of parts methodology, as summarised in the table below.
Table 8 Assessed Fair Value of a Gulf Share
$A
Cash
Exploration

Assets (1)

Ref.

31-Dec-16

Low

Preferred

High

8.6

2,675,956

11,040,956

11,040,956

11,040,956

8.7

917,456

1,666,667

2,133,333

2,666,667

Other assets and liabilities

46,490

46,490

46,490

46,490

Net assets (sum of parts)

3,639,902

12,754,113

13,220,779

13,754,113

4,104,946,452

4,104,946,452

4,104,946,452

$0.0031

$0.0032

$0.0034

Number of Shares on issue at date of this Report (2)
Value per share (diluted)

Source: RSM analysis
(1) USD values have been converted at a USD: AUD exchange rate of 0.75:1.
(2) Includes 432,500,000 listed Company Options exercisable at $0.002 each and expiring on 8 January 2018

Our assessment has been based on the reviewed net assets of Gulf as at 31 December 2016 of approximately
$3.6 million as set out in Company’s financial statements.
In order to calculate the current market value of Gulf’s Shares, we have made a number of adjustments to
the carrying values of the assets included in the Statement of Financial Position. These adjustments are set
out below.
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Cash
As detailed in the table below, cash at 31 December 2016 has been adjusted to reflect the $7.5 million
Placement completed in early 2017 as well as the $0.865 million cash consideration that would be received
assuming full conversion of the 432,500,000 Company Options at an exercise price of $0.002.
Table 9 Adjustments to cash
$A
Cash at 31 December 2016

$2,675,956

Proceeds from placement of 937,500,000 Shares at $0.008 each

$7,500,000

Proceeds from conversion of 432,500,000 Options at $0.002 each

Assessed Cash balance prior to the Proposed Transaction

$865,000

$11,040,956

Source: RSM analysis

Exploration Assets
The assessed range of values for the Soalara Limestone Project have been taken from a valuation and
marketing study prepared by CSA for the Company as at 7 July 2016. CSA adopted the market approach as
its preferred method due to the early stage of the Soalara Project. Based on a comparison of four projects
under the market appraisal value method, CSA assessed that the Soalara Project has a current market value
in the range of approximately A$1.7 million to A$2.7 million, with a preferred value of approximately A$2.1
million, based on a USD: AUD exchange rate of 0.75 to 1.
Number of Shares
The number of Shares on issue have been adjusted to reflect the additional 937,500,000 Shares issued under
the Placement. In addition, the number of Shares used to calculate the value per Gulf Share to be issued to
Cassius as part of the Vendor Consideration includes 432,500,000 existing Company Options prior to the
Proposed Transaction. These Options are each exercisable at $0.002 and expire on 8 January 2018. Based
on a closing spot price of $0.009 for the Company’s Shares just prior to the announcement of the Proposed
Transaction, these Options are deemed to be “in the money.” As such we have included the number of Shares
that would be issued per Option and the corresponding cash proceeds in our assessed value per Gulf Share
prior to the Proposed Transaction.

Valuation of Gulf Shares - Quoted Price of Listed Securities (secondary method)
In order to provide a comparison and cross check to our sum of parts valuation of Gulf Shares to be issued
to Cassius as part of the Vendor Consideration under the Proposed Transaction, we have considered the
recent quoted market price for Gulf shares on the ASX prior to the announcement of the Proposed Transaction
as well as the Share Placement that was completed by the Company in early 2017.
Analysis of recent trading in Gulf Shares
The figure below sets out a summary of Gulf’s closing share price and volume of Gulf Shares traded in the
12 months to 20 January 2017 being the last day of trading prior to the announcement of the Proposed
Transaction.
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Figure 3 Gulf daily closing share price and traded volumes
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During the 12-month period prior to the announcement of the proposed transaction Gulf’s Shares traded at
between $0.006 and $0.012 per Share. Trade volumes peaked at 15.6 million or 1.6% of ordinary Share
capital on 27 April 2016. The Company’s Shares were otherwise rarely traded at above 1% of total volume
on any given day.
To provide further analysis of the quoted market prices for Gulf’s Shares, we have considered the VWAP over
a number of trading day periods ending 25 January 2017. An analysis of the volume in trading in Gulf’s Shares
for the 1, 5, 10, 30, 60, 90, 120 and 180-day trading periods is set out in the table below:
Table 10 Traded volumes of Gulf Shares to 20 January 2017
Number of Days
VWAP
Total Volume (000's)

1 Day

5 Day

10 Day

30 Day

60 Day

90 Day

120 Day

180 Day

0.0094

0.0093

0.0095

0.0090

0.0091

0.0088

0.0086

0.0087

1,200

3,151

12,115

30,161

89,550

145,933

204,186

287,433

Total Volume as a % of Total Shares

0.04%

0.12%

0.44%

1.10%

3.27%

5.34%

7.47%

15.24%

Low Price

0.0090

0.0080

0.0080

0.0080

0.0070

0.0060

0.0060

0.0060

High Price

0.0100

0.0100

0.0100

0.0100

0.0120

0.0120

0.0120

0.0120

Source: S&P Capital IQ/ ASX

Value of Gulf Share on a non-control minority basis
In our opinion, the weighted average share price of Gulf over the last 30 days provides a basis for the
underlying value of a Gulf Share. As such, we consider a range of values of between $0.0090 and $0.0094
(1 – 30 day VWAP) reflects the quoted market price valuation of a Gulf Share on a minority basis prior to the
Proposed Transaction.

Share Placement
In assessing the quoted market price for Gulf Shares, we have also considered the Share Placement
conducted by the Company in early 2017. The Placement, to raise approximately $7.5 million, was completed
at an issue price of $0.008 per Share. However, we note per the Company announcement on 25 January
2017 that the Placement was conducted in relation to the Proposed Transaction, with the funds to be used to
implement the Company’s acquisition of its interest in the Gbane Project through the project earn-in and
development strategy.
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As the Placement was conducted to assist in the Company’s acquisition of the Gbane Project under the
Proposed Transaction, we do not consider the issue price at which the Placement completed to be an
appropriate measure for assessing the value per Gulf Share prior to the Proposed Transaction.

Value of Gulf Share on a control basis
Our valuation of a Gulf Share, on the basis of the recent quoted market price including a premium for control
is between $0.0113 and $0.0127 as summarised in the table below.
Table 11 Assessed value of an Gulf Share – Quoted Price of Listed Securities
A$

Ref.

Low

Preferred

High

30 day VWAP of Gulf share at 20 January 2017

8.12

$0.0090

$0.0092

$0.0094

Add premium for control

8.18

25%

30%

35%

$0.0113

$0.0120

$0.0127

Quoted market price controlling value
Source: RSM Analysis

Key Assumptions
Control Premium
The value derived at paragraph 8.16 is indicative of the value of a marketable parcel of shares assuming the
Shareholder does not have control of Gulf. The net assets on a going concern basis assumes a premium for
control. In order to provide a comparison to the net assets on a going concern value we have calculated
previously, we have included a premium for control in our quoted market price value.
In selecting a control premium, we have given consideration to the RSM Control Premium Study and recent
updates. The study performed an analysis of control premiums paid since 2005 in successful takeovers and
schemes of arrangements of companies listed on the ASX. Our study concluded that, on average, control
premiums in takeovers and schemes of arrangements involving Australian companies in the resources
sectors was in the range of 25% to 35%. In valuing an ordinary Gulf Share prior to the Proposed Transaction
using the quoted price of listed securities methodology we have reflected a premium for control in the range
of 25% to 35%.

Valuation summary and conclusion
A summary of our assessed values of an ordinary Gulf Share on a control basis pre the Proposed Transaction,
derived under the two methodologies, is set out in the table below.
Table 12 Gulf Share valuation summary
A$

Ref.

Low

Sum of parts

8.3

$0.0031

$0.0032

$0.0034

8.16

$0.0113

$0.0120

$0.0127

$0.0031

$0.0032

$0.0034

Quoted market price - controlling basis

Preferred valuation

High

Source: RSM Analysis

In our opinion, we consider that the sum of parts valuation methodology provides a better indicator of the Fair
Value of a Gulf Share as we consider our analysis of the trading of Gulf’s Shares prior to the announcement
of the Proposed Transaction indicates that the market for Gulf’s Shares is not deep enough to provide an
assessment of their Fair Value via the quoted market price methodology. The quoted market price is 3-4 times
higher than our assessed value using the sum of parts method, which suggests that the quoted market price
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value may be distorted by market sentiment and a lack of liquidity. Furthermore, the quoted market price is
broadly supported by the issue price at which the Placement was conducted in relation to the Proposed
Transaction, which is further evidence that the Company’s quoted market price prior to the Proposed
Transaction may reflect a degree of speculation relating to the Proposed Transaction.

Value of Gulf Options
We have then assessed the value of a Gulf Option and applied this to the number of Options to be issued to
Cassius Vendors under the Proposed Transaction, using a binomial pricing model.
•

300 million Gulf Options issued with an exercise price of $0.015 each, where:
o

150 million Options will be issued immediately and are exercisable within 2 years (“Tranche 1
Options”); and

o

150 million Options will be issued immediately and are exercisable within 3 years, subject to the
satisfaction of a condition of the Gbane Project having an inferred resource of 1 million ounces of gold
(“Tranche 2 Options”).

We have calculated an indicative Fair Value of the Tranche 1 Options using a binomial pricing model to be
approximately $0.003 per Option as set out in the table below.
Table 13 Valuation of Tranche 1 Options
A$

Tranche 1 Options

Exercise price

$0.015

Spot price at 20 January 2017

$0.009

Vesting Conditions

nil

Expiry period

2 years

Indicative value per Tranche 1 Option

$0.003

Source: RSM analysis

Further details of assumptions adopted in calculating the value per Tranche 1 Option are included at Appendix
D.
We have calculated the Fair Market Value of the Tranche 2 Options to be $nil under AASB 2 in accordance
with the Directors representation that the volume of historical exploration undertaken at the Gbane Project is
insufficient to support any probability (greater than zero) that an inferred resource of 1 million ounces will be
discovered.
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9.

Valuation of a 40% interest in the Gbane Project
As discussed in paragraph 7.20, we have assessed the value of Gulf’s initial 40% interest in the Gbane Project
based on the independent specialist valuation prepared by SRK.

Table 14 Assessed value of the Gbane Project
A$

Ref.

Low

Preferred

High

Value of Gbane Project – 100%

9.4

2,400,000

4,666,667

5,866,667

Gulf interest

3.2

40%

40%

40%

$960,000

$1,866,667

$2,346,667

$0.96

$1.87

$2.35

Value of Gulf interest in Gbane Project (A$)
Value of Gulf interest in Gbane Project (A$ millions)
Source: RSM Analysis
1. Assumes a USD: AUD exchange rate of 0.75:1.

Gbane Project
The assessed range of values for the Gbane Project has been calculated by SRK and is included in its
independent technical specialist report at Appendix D.
SRK performed its valuation of the Gbane Project using a combination of the comparable transactions, MEE
and geoscientific rating methodologies. In selecting its overall value range and preferred value, SRK gave
consideration to a range of specific factors relevant to the Gbane Project as outlined in page 51 of its report.
On this basis, SRK calculated a range of values for 100% of the Gbane Project to be between A$2.40 million
to A$5.87 million, with a preferred value of A$4.67 million, based on a USD: AUD exchange rate of 0.75 to 1,
as detailed in the table below. A summary of the implied valuation results according to each method adopted
by SRK are detailed in the table below.
Table 15 SRK's valuation of the Gbane earn-in and joint venture area
Valuation Method

Low

High

Comparative Transactions (minimum value)

$0.93

$1.52

MEE

$4.32

$4.99

Geoscientific Rating

$2.39

$4.08

Geological Risk

$0.88

$5.89

Selected A$ (100% of Gbane Project)

$2.40

$5.87

A$

Source: SRK independent valuation report
1.
USD values have been converted at a USD: AUD exchange rate of 0.75:1.

In applying this value range to the 40% interest that Gulf will initially acquire in the Project, this translates to
a range of approximately A$0.96 million to A$2.35 million with a preferred value of A$1.87 million..
SRK notes in its report that its preferred value is positioned towards the upper end of the defined valuation,
as given the level of study and assumptions incorporated by SRK into its analysis, the small size of the tenure
is likely to result in potential undervaluation of the opportunity. We consider the range of values calculated by
SRK to be acceptable.
More details of the valuation methods used by SRK are included at Appendix D.
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10.

Is the Proposed Transaction Fair to Gulf Shareholders?
Our assessed values of a Gulf share prior to and immediately after the Proposed Transaction, are summarised
in the table and figure below.

Table 16 Assessed values of a Gulf share pre and post the Proposed Transaction
Assessment of fairness

Ref.

A$

Value
Low

Preferred

High

Assessed Fair Market Value of Vendor Consideration

8.2

1.69

1.70

1.71

Assessed Fair Market Value of a 40% interest in the Gbane Project

9.1

0.96

1.87

2.35

We have summarised the values included in the table above in the chart below.
Figure 4 Fairness graphical representation

Assessed Fair Market Value of Vendor Consideration

Preferred Value

2.50

2.00

1.50

1.00

0.50

0.00

Assessed Fair Market Value of Gulf's 40% interest in the Gbane
Project

A$ million

Source: RSM analysis

The chart above indicates that the range of values for the Vendor Consideration are within, and at the lower
end, of the range of values assessed for a 40% interest in the Gbane Project. We note that the independent
specialist has specified a preferred value at the equivalent of approximately A$1.87 million for a 40% interest
in the Gbane Project, which is above our range of values assessed for the Vendor Consideration. The
independent specialist’s full report can be viewed at Appendix E.
In accordance with the guidance set out in ASIC RG 111, and in the absence of any other relevant information,
for the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 10.1, we consider the Proposed Transaction to be fair to the NonAssociated Shareholders of Gulf.
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11.

Is the Proposed Transaction Reasonable to Gulf Shareholders?
RG111 establishes that an offer is reasonable if it is fair. If an offer is not fair it may still be reasonable after
considering the specific circumstances applicable to the offer. In our assessment of the reasonableness of
the Proposed Transaction, we have given consideration to:
•

The future prospects of Gulf if the Proposed Transaction does not proceed; and

•

Other commercial advantages and disadvantages to the Non-Associated Shareholders as a
consequence of the Proposed Transaction proceeding.

Future prospects of Gulf if the Proposed Transaction does not proceed
If the Proposed Transaction does not proceed the funds that the Company has already contributed toward
the Project from the date the Term Sheet was entered into will be repayable by Cassius, and the Company
will have no interest in the Project.

Advantages and disadvantages
In assessing whether the Non-Associated Shareholders are likely to be better off if the Proposed Transaction
proceed, than if it does not, we have also considered various advantages and disadvantages that are likely
to accrue to the Non-Associated Shareholders.

Advantages of approving the Proposed Transaction
Advantage 1 – The Proposed Transaction is fair
The Proposed Transaction is Fair.
Advantage 2 – The Company has the option to acquire an additional interest in the Project subject to
exploration results
The Company can earn up to a further 30% in the Project by contributing up to $9 million in Project expenditure
over 24 months, with the option to subsequently acquire the remaining 30% and take its interest in the Project
up to 100%. This option provides the Company with the ability to make an assessment of initial exploration
results before investing further in the Project.
Advantage 3 – The Proposed Transaction would provide diversification to the Company’s existing assets
Per SRK the Gbane Project is considered highly prospective for gold mineralisation. Acquiring an interest in
the Gbane Project would provide Non-Associated Shareholders with exposure to the gold market and help
diversify its existing exposure to limestone.
Advantage 4 – The Company may experience increased market capitalisation, liquidity and trading depth
The Proposed Transaction may encourage new investors in the Company which may lead to increased
market capitalisation, liquidity and trading depth than currently experienced by Shareholders.

Disadvantages of approving the Proposed Transaction
Disadvantage 1 –Dilution on Non-Associated Shareholders
The Non-Associated Shareholders’ interests in the Company will be diluted by up to 7.0%.
Disadvantage 2 – Risks associated with the change in scale of activities of the Company
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The Proposed Transaction will result in a change in the scale of activities of the Company, which will place
added risks and exposure on the Company to external forces such as the gold price, sovereign risks
associated with Ghana, a new joint venture partner in Cassius plus other market forces.
Disadvantage 3 – Possible under mining and / or over drilling by the adjacent Shaanxi mine
As stated in the independent specialist report attached at Appendix E, whilst the presence of the Shaanxi
mine is encouraging from a mineral prospectivity perspective, it also raises an issue to be investigated
pertaining to the possibility of deliberate undermining of parts of the License area - which is currently being
investigated by the Ghanaian Minerals Commission following a formal request from Cassius to do so.
Disadvantage 4 – No guarantee that the assets being acquired from Cascade will be economically viable
The specific risks associated with the Gbane Project being an advanced stage exploration asset without a
JORC compliant mineral resource, meaning there is no guarantee that any economic benefit will flow to NonAssociated Shareholders.

Conclusion on Reasonableness
In our opinion, the position of the Non-Associated Shareholders if the Proposed Transaction is approved is
more advantageous than the position if it is not approved. Therefore, in the absence of any other relevant
information and/or a superior offer, we consider that the Proposed Transaction is reasonable for the NonAssociated Shareholders of Gulf.
An individual shareholder’s decision in relation to the Proposed Transaction may be influenced by his or her
individual circumstances. If in doubt, shareholders should consult an independent advisor.

Yours faithfully
RSM CORPORATE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
A GILMOUR

G YATES

Director

Director
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A. DECLARATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS
Declarations and Disclosures
RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd holds Australian Financial Services Licence 255847 issued by ASIC pursuant to which they are
licensed to prepare reports for the purpose of advising clients in relation to proposed or actual mergers, acquisitions, takeovers,
corporate reconstructions or share issues.
Qualifications
Our report has been prepared in accordance with professional standard APES 225 “Valuation Services” issued by the
Accounting Professional & Ethical Standards Board.
RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd is beneficially owned by the partners of RSM Australia Pty Ltd (RSM) a large national firm of
chartered accountants and business advisors.
Mr. Andrew Gilmour and Mr Glyn Yates are directors of RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd. Both Mr Gilmour and Mr Yates are
Chartered Accountants with extensive experience in the field of corporate valuations and the provision of independent expert’s
reports for transactions involving publicly listed and unlisted companies in Australia.
Reliance on this Report
This report has been prepared solely for the purpose of assisting Shareholders of the Company in considering the Security. We
do not assume any responsibility or liability to any party as a result of reliance on this report for any other purpose.
Reliance on Information
Statements and opinions contained in this report are given in good faith. In the preparation of this report, we have relied upon
information provided by the Directors and management of Gulf Industrials Limited and we have no reason to believe that this
information was inaccurate, misleading or incomplete. RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd does not imply, nor should it be
construed that it has carried out any form of audit or verification on the information and records supplied to us.
The opinion of RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd is based on economic, market and other conditions prevailing at the date of this
report. Such conditions can change significantly over relatively short periods of time.
In addition, we have considered publicly available information which we believe to be reliable. We have not, however, sought to
independently verify any of the publicly available information which we have utilised for the purposes of this report.
We assume no responsibility or liability for any loss suffered by any party as a result of our reliance on information supplied to
us.
Disclosure of Interest
At the date of this report, none of RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd, RSM, Andrew Gilmour, Glyn Yates, nor any other member,
director, partner or employee of RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd and RSM has any interest in the outcome of the Proposed
Transaction, except that RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd are expected to receive a fee of approximately $20,000 based on time
occupied at normal professional rates for the preparation of this report. The fees are payable regardless of Gulf Industrials
Limited receives Shareholder approval for the Proposed transaction, or otherwise.
Consents
RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd consents to the inclusion of this report in the form and context in which it is included with the
Notice of Extraordinary General Meeting and Explanatory Memorandum to be issued to Shareholders. Other than this report,
none of RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd or RSM Australia Pty Ltd or has been involved in the preparation of the Notice of
Extraordinary General Meeting and Explanatory Memorandum. Accordingly, we take no responsibility for the content of the
Notice of General Meeting and Explanatory Statement.
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B. SOURCES OF INFORMATION
In preparing this Report we have relied upon the following principal sources of information:


Drafts and final copies of the Notice of Meeting;



Audited financial statements for Gulf for the years ended 30 June 2016 and 30 June 2015 plus reviewed financial statements
for the six months ended 31 December 2016;



ASX announcements of Gulf;



S&P Capital IQ database; and



Discussions with Directors, Management and staff of Gulf
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C. GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Term or Abbreviation

Definition

$

Australian dollar

Act

Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)

APES

Accounting Professional & Ethical Standards Board

ASIC

Australian Securities & Investments Commission

ASX

Australian Securities Exchange

ASX Listing Rules

The listing rules of ASX as amended from time to time

Cassius

Cassius Mining Limited

Company

Gulf Industrials Limited

Control basis

As assessment of the Fair Value on an equity interest, which assumes the holder or
holders have control of the entity in which the equity is held

Directors

Directors of the Company

Earn-in Consideration

Consideration paid by the Company toward the advancement of the Project over 24
months to acquire an additional 30% interest in the Project at a rate of 5.0% interest
earned for every $1.5 million, taking its total interest to up to 70%

Explanatory Statement

The explanatory statement accompanying the Notice

Fair Value

The amount at which an asset could be exchanged between a knowledgeable and
willing but not anxious seller and a knowledgeable and willing but not anxious buyer,
both acting at arm’s length

FME

Future Maintainable Earnings

FOS

Financial Ombudsman Service

FSG

Financial Services Guide

IER

This Independent Expert Report

Joint Venture Consideration

An aggregate of the Vendor Consideration and Earn-In Consideration in which Gulf
would acquire a 70% interest in the Project

Mt

Million tonnes

Non-Associated Shareholders

Shareholders who are not a party, or associated to a party, to the Proposed
Transaction

Notice

The notice of meeting to vote on, inter alia, the Proposed Transaction

Option or Options

Unlisted options to acquire Shares with varying vesting conditions

Proposed Transaction

The acquisition by the Company of up to a 70% interest in the Gbane Project from
Cassius Mining Limited

Project or Gbane Project

The 4.37km2 earn in and joint venture area that the Company can earn an initial
interest of up to 70% in under the Proposed Transaction

Report

This Independent Expert’s Report prepared by RSM dated 19 April 2017

Resolution

The resolutions set out in the Notice

RG 111

ASIC Regulatory Guide 111 Content of Expert Reports

RSM

RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd
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S&P Capital IQ

An entity of Standard and Poors which is a third-party provider of company and other
financial information

Share or Gulf Share

Ordinary fully paid share in the capital of the Company

Shareholder

A holder of Share

Term Sheet

The binding term sheet entered into by the Company in relation to the Proposed
Transaction as announced to the ASX on 25 January 2017.

Tranche 1 Options

150,000,000 Options to be issued immediately to Cassius Vendors as part of the
Vendor Consideration, at an exercise price of $0.015 each and a 2-year expiry.

Tranche 2 Options

150,000,000 Options to be issued immediately to Cassius Vendors as part of the
Vendor Consideration, each at an exercise price of $0.015 and a 3-year expiry
subject to the discovery of a 1 million ounce inferred resource at the Gbane Project.

VALMIN Code

Australasian Code for Public Reporting of Technical Assessments and Valuations of
Mineral Assets (2015)

Vendor Consideration

Consideration paid by the Company to the Vendors comprising cash, Shares and
Options in order to earn an initial 40% interest in the Project

VWAP

Volume weighted average share price
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D. VALUATION OF OPTIONS
Consideration of AASB 2
AASB 2 specifies the financial reporting requirements by an entity when it undertakes a share based payment transaction. In
particular, it sets out the approach which the entity must follow in reporting in its profit and loss account any impact of any share
based payment transaction.
For the purposes of AASB 2, a share based payment transaction is defined as a transaction in which an entity:
(i) receives goods or services from the supplier of those goods and services (including an employee) in a share based payment
arrangement; or
(ii) incurs an obligation to settle the transaction with the supplier in a share based payment arrangement when another group
entity receives those goods and services.
Further, a share based payment arrangement is defined as:
An agreement between an entity and another party (including an employee) that entitles the other party to receive:
(i) cash or other assets of the entity for amounts that are based on the price (or value) of equity instruments (including shares or
share Options) of the entity or another group entity; or
(ii) equity instruments (including shares or share Options) of the entity or another group entity, provided the specified vesting
conditions are met.
AASB 2 prescribes that vesting conditions are either ‘service’ conditions or ‘performance’ conditions and that performance
conditions are further defined as ‘market’ conditions or ‘non-market’ conditions.
The features of each type of vesting condition, as set out in AASB 2, are summarised in figure below.

Vesting Conditions
Performance condition
Require the counterparty to complete a specified period of
service and specified performance targets

Market condition
A condition upon which the
exercise price, vesting or
exercisability of an equity
instrument depends that is
related to the market price of
the entity's equity instruments

Service condition
Require the counterparty to
complete a specified period
of service

Non-market condition
A performance
condition that is not a
market condition

Determining the fair value of equity instruments granted
AASB 2 states that an entity shall measure the fair value of instruments granted as at the measurement (grant) date, based on
market prices, if available, taking into account the terms and conditions upon which the instruments were granted.
Where market prices are not available, the entity must estimate the value of the instrument based upon a valuation technique to
estimate the price the equity instruments would have been at the measurement date. The valuation technique should be
consistent with generally accepted valuation methodologies and shall incorporate all factors and assumptions that a
knowledgeable willing market participant would consider in setting the price.
Valuation impact of vesting conditions
If a grant of equity instruments is subject to satisfying certain vesting conditions, such conditions may be taken into account
when estimating the fair value. AASB 2 specifies that vesting conditions, other than market conditions, shall not be taken into
account when estimating the fair value of the shares or share options at the measurement date.
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With regard to the treatment of vesting conditions, and in particular non-market conditions, when accounting for a share based
payment, paragraph 19 of AASB 2 states:
“There might be performance conditions that must be satisfied, such as the entity achieving a specified growth in profit or a
specified increase in the entities share price. Vesting conditions, other than market conditions, shall not be taken into account
when estimating the fair value of the shares or share options at the measurement date. Instead, vesting conditions shall be
taken into account by adjusting the number of equity instruments included in the measurement of the transaction amount, so that
ultimately, the amount recognised for goods and services received as consideration for the equity instruments granted shall be
based on the number of equity instruments that eventually vest. Hence on a cumulative basis, no amount is recognised for
goods or services received if the equity instruments granted do not vest because of failure to satisfy a vesting condition, for
example the counterparty fails to complete a specified service period, or a performance condition is not satisfied.”

Selected valuation methodology
We understand that there are no vesting conditions attached to the 150,000,000 Trench 1 Options.
Therefore, in determining a valuation for the Tranche 1 Options, we have used to a binomial model “Options1” developed by
Hoadley Trading & Investment Tools (“Hoadley”). Further information on Hoadley’s option valuation models can be found at
www.hoadley.net.

Valuation model assumptions
We set out the assumptions we have used in assessing the fair value of the Tranche 1 Options in the table below.
Assumptions
Issue Date (Indicative)
Spot price
Exercise price
Expiry date
Expected future volatility
Risk free rate
Dividend yield

Ref
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Input
25 January 2017
$ 0.009
$ 0.015
25 January 2019
87.2%
1.86%
0%

1. Valuation date – We have adopted an indicative grant date in line with the announcement of the Proposed Transaction being
25 January 2017.
2. Spot price – We have assumed the spot price of the Company’s Shares to be $0.009 per Share. As the Tranche 1 Options
are yet to be granted we have used the 30 day VWAP for the Company’s Shares at 20 January 2017 being the last day of
trading prior to the Proposed Transaction.
3. Exercise price – In accordance with the conditions, the Options have an exercise price of $0.015.
4. Expiry date – The indicative expiry date of the Tranche 1 Options is deemed to be 25 January 2019 For the purposes of
valuing these Options we have estimated an exercise date and expiry date as required by the Binomial option pricing model.
5. Expected future volatility – In assessing the expected future volatility, we have considered the historical volatility in Gulf’s
shares. The recent volatility of the share price of Gulf was calculated using Hoadley’s volatility calculator for 2 years
reflecting the term of the Tranche 1 Options, using data extracted from S&P’s Capital IQ. On this basis, we have adopted a
future estimated volatility level of 87.2% for Gulf’s Shares in our pricing model.
6. Risk free rate - We have determined this based on the yields of Commonwealth bonds using a three-year bond, being the
period which most closely correspond to the remaining life of the Options. The interest rates are measured as the closing
rate on the day prior to the valuation date. The two-year bond yielded 1.86% on 19 January 2017 (day immediately prior to
assumed grant date) as disclosed by the Reserve Bank of Australia.
7. Dividend yield – We have assumed a dividend yield of 0%, as the Company does not have a history of paying ordinary
dividends and is not expected to declare or pay dividends over the Option life.
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Executive Summary
Gulf Industrials Limited (Gulf) (ASX: GLF) has entered into a binding term sheet with Cassius Mining
Limited (Cassius) for a project earn-in and joint venture over a 4.37 km2 area within Cassius, Gbane
Gold Project located near Bolgatanga in northern Ghana.
In support of this transaction, Gulf has engaged RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd (RSM) to prepare
an Independent Expert Report (IER). RSM has subsequently commissioned SRK Consulting
(Australasia) Pty Ltd (SRK) to provide an Independent Specialist Report incorporating a technical
assessment and valuation of the Gbane earn-in and joint venture area.
This Independent Specialist Report is to be included in RSM’s Independent Expert Report opining on
the fairness and reasonableness of the proposed transaction.

Summary of principal objectives
The objective of this report is to provide an independent technical assessment and valuation of Gulf’s
earn-in and joint venture area within the broader Gbane Gold Project.
This report has been prepared in accordance with the “Australasian Code for the Public Reporting of
Technical Assessment and Valuation of Mineral Assets” - VALMIN Code (2015) which incorporates
the “Australasian Code for the reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves”
- JORC Code (2012).

Outline of work program
The following aspects were considered in the preparation of this report:
•

Access to key Cassius and Gulf personnel for discussion and enquiry.

•

A review of the following technical areas: Geology, exploration potential, adjacent exploration
development, local infrastructure, project risks and opportunities.

•

A review of technical reports and supporting documentation prepared by and/or on behalf of the
parties.

•

Compilation of Comparable transactions.

•

Valuation of exploration potential.

•

Report Preparation.

Overview
Gulf is an Australian listed mineral exploration and development company with headquarters in
Sydney, New South Wales and focused on the evaluation and development of industrial mineral
projects in Madagascar. Gulf’s key mineral asset is the Soalara Limestone Project located near Tulear
in southwestern Madagascar, where the company is targeting applications in the cement, mineral
processing and fertiliser industries.
In January 2017, Gulf entered into a binding term sheet relating to Cassius’ Gbane Gold Project in
northern Ghana, West Africa. This report comments on the technical aspects and value of a 4.37 km2
area within the total Cassius Licence, where Gulf is seeking to earn an initial 70 percent interest
through an earn-in and joint venture.
For the purposes of this report, SRK has completed a site visit and high level review of the Gbane
Gold Project for the purpose of determining the validity of previous and proposed exploration activities
and resultant gold prospectivity from a valuation perspective.
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When valuing the exploration potential of the earn-in and joint venture area within the Gbane Project,
SRK has considered methods commonly used to value mineral assets at these stages of development.
These methods are outlined in this report.
All monetary figures used in this report are expressed in either United States (US$), or Australian
dollar (A$) terms. The final valuation is presented in US$. This report has adopted an effective
valuation date of 24 February 2017.
SRK’s recommended valuation ranges and preferred values are detailed in the Valuation section
(Section 7) of this report and are summarised below. SRK has produced a Market Value as defined
by the VALMIN Code (2015).
SRK’s preferred value is positioned towards the upper end of the defined valuation range, as given
the level of study and assumptions incorporated by SRK into its analysis, the small size of the tenure
is likely to result in potential undervaluation of the opportunity. In particular, SRK notes the relative
proximity of Gulf’s earn-in and joint venture area to an established and operating gold mine (Shaanxi
which operates on a total land area of 0.30 km2) and to Cardinal Resources’ Namdini deposit (Indicated
+ Inferred Resource totalling 4.1 Moz, which covers an area of 1.23 km2). Furthermore, extensive
artisanal mine workings cover the majority of the western portion of Gulf’s earn-in and joint venture
area, attesting to the presence of high grade gold at shallow depths. In addition, the nature of Gulf’s
agreement with Cassius also provides for the realisation of early cashflow (through processing of
artisanal miner’s waste and ore dumps) and for the rapid expansion of the area of interest through a
right of first refusal and option to acquire adjoining areas within the granted Prospecting Licence but
currently outside Gulf’s earn-in and joint venture area. On this basis, SRK has elected to assign its
preferred value towards the upper end of its valuation range, as set out below.
Table ES-1:
Company

Summary of SRK’s Valuation of the Gbane earn-in and joint venture area
as of 24 February 2017
Value Centre

Low (US$ M)

High (US$ M)

Preferred (US$
M)

Gbane earn-in and joint venture
area

1.80

4.40

3.50

Total (100 percent basis)

1.80

4.40

3.50

Total (70 percent interest)

1.26

3.08

2.45

Any discrepancies between values presented in the table are due to rounding.
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Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in this Report have been based on the information supplied to SRK Consulting
(Australasia) Pty Ltd (SRK) by Gulf Industrials Limited (Gulf). The opinions in this Report are provided
in response to a specific request from RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd to do so. SRK has exercised
all due care in reviewing the supplied information. Whilst SRK has compared key supplied data with
expected values, the accuracy of the results and conclusions from the review are entirely reliant on
the accuracy and completeness of the supplied data. SRK does not accept responsibility for any errors
or omissions in the supplied information and does not accept any consequential liability arising from
commercial decisions or actions resulting from them. Opinions presented in this Report apply to the
site conditions and features as they existed at the time of SRK’s investigations, and those reasonably
foreseeable. These opinions do not necessarily apply to conditions and features that may arise after
the date of this Report, about which SRK had no prior knowledge nor had the opportunity to evaluate.
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Introduction
RSM Corporate Australia Pty Ltd (RSM) has been engaged by Gulf Industrials Limited (Gulf) to prepare
an Independent Expert Report (IER) in relation to a proposed transaction under which Gulf will acquire
an interest in the Gbane Gold Project from Cassius Mining Limited (Cassius) for a cash and share
consideration, with further interests to be earned under a joint venture arrangement.
In order to complete the IER, RSM has requested SRK Consulting (Australasia) Pty Ltd (SRK) to
prepare an Independent Specialist Report incorporating an independent technical assessment and
valuation of the Gbane Gold Project in the Upper East Region of Ghana. SRK understands this report
will be attached as an appendix to RSM’s IER.
As defined in the VALMIN Code (2015), mineral assets comprise all property including (but not limited
to) tangible property, intellectual property, mining and exploration Tenure and other rights held or
acquired in connection with the exploration, development of and production from those Tenures. This
may include the plant, equipment and infrastructure owned or acquired for the development, extraction
and processing of Minerals in connection with that Tenure.
For this valuation, the Gbane Project was classified according to the development stage categories as
defined in the VALMIN Code (2015):
•

Early Stage Exploration Projects – Tenure holdings where mineralisation may or may not have
been identified, but where Mineral Resources have not been identified.

•

Advanced Exploration Projects – Tenure holdings where considerable exploration has been
undertaken and specific targets have been identified that warrant further detailed evaluation,
usually by drill testing, trenching or some other form of detailed geological sampling. A Mineral
Resource estimate may or may not have been made, but sufficient work will have been undertaken
on at least one prospect to provide both a good understanding of the type of mineralisation present
and encouragement that further work will elevate one or more of the prospects to the Mineral
Resources category.

•

Pre-Development Projects – Tenure holdings where Mineral Resources have been identified
and their extent estimated (possibly incompletely) but where a decision to proceed with
development has not been made. Properties at the early assessment stage, properties for which
a decision has been made not to proceed with development, properties on care and maintenance
and properties held on retention titles are included in this category if Mineral Resources have been
identified, even if no further work is being undertaken.

•

Development Projects – Tenure holdings for which a decision has been made to proceed with
construction or production or both, but which are not yet commissioned or operating at design
levels. Economic viability of Development Projects will be proven by at least a Pre-Feasibility
Study.

•

Production Projects – Tenure holdings - particularly mines, wellfields and processing plants that
have been commissioned and are in production.

The valuation is current as at 24 February 2017 and the monetary amounts are expressed in United
States dollars (US$) and Australian dollars (A$) as specified throughout the report. The final valuation
is expressed in US$ terms.
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2

Background and Brief

2.1

Background of the project
This Independent Specialist Report and Valuation was initiated by Ian Rowe, Manager - Corporate
Finance of RSM on 9 January 2017.
The Gbane Gold Project is in the Talensi-Nabdam district in the Upper East area of northern Ghana,
West Africa as shown in Figure 2-1. The Gbane Project is located in relative proximity to the national
border with Burkina Faso. The Project comprises a single granted Large Scale Prospecting Licence
covering an area of 13.79 km2 of which Gulf is entitled to earn an interest in an area measuring
approximately 4.37 km2, with an option to acquire the remaining area.

Figure 2-1:
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Location of the Gbane Project and associated option to acquire areas

Source: Gulf ASX Announcement 25 January 2017

As announced to the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) on 25 January 2017, Gulf entered into a
project earn-in and joint venture agreement with Cassius, a Ghanaian registered entity, to acquire
certain interests in a Large Scale Prospecting Licence in the Datoko area of northern Ghana. Under
the terms of the agreement, Gulf has the right to earn an initial 70 percent (70%) interest in the Gbane
Project through a combination of vendor consideration (cash, shares and options) and direct
investment into the Project, with the additional right to then acquire up to a one hundred percent
(100%) interest.
Please note that all interests will be calculated after (net of) taking account of the Ghanaian
Government’s statutory free-carried interest (which is a condition of the Licence and may be up to
10%).
SRK has previously prepared technical assessment and valuation reports relating to Cardinal
Resources Limited’s (Cardinal) Namdini Project and as part of this work conducted a series of site
visits to the Datoko and Bolgatanga regions dating back to 2012, with the most recent inspection in
mid-2016. SRK conducted a site visit in support of this report in February 2017. This report partially
relies upon, but updates work previously completed in the region.
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Nature of the brief
SRK was engaged to review the available project information and provide RSM with a technical
assessment of the Gbane Gold Project. In addition, SRK was requested to provide an independent
valuation opinion of the exploration potential associated with the Gbane Project.
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3

Program Objectives and Work Program

3.1

Program objectives
This Independent Specialist Report and associated valuation has been prepared by SRK under
instructions from RSM. It complies with the technical property information required under various
securities laws of Australia.
SRK has selected the most appropriate valuation technique for the assets, based on the development
stage of the project and the amount of available information. This Specialist Report expresses an
opinion regarding the value of the Gbane Gold Project as directed in our mandate from RSM. This
report does not comment on the ‘fairness and reasonableness’ of any transaction between the
project’s owners and any other parties.

3.2

Reporting standard
For the avoidance of doubt, this report has been prepared according to:
•

The 2015 edition of the Australasian Code for the Public Reporting of Technical Assessments and
Valuations of Mineral Assets (“VALMIN Code”); and

•

The 2012 Edition of the Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral
Resources and Ore Reserves (“JORC Code”).

This Specialist Report has been prepared to the standard of, and is considered by SRK to be a
Technical Assessment and Valuation Report under the guidelines of the VALMIN Code (2015). The
VALMIN Code (2015) incorporates the JORC Code (2012) for the reporting of Exploration Results,
Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves.
It should be noted that the authors of this Report are Members of either the Australasian Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy (AusIMM) or the Australian Institute of Geoscientists (AIG) and, as such, are
bound by both the VALMIN and JORC Codes.
For the purposes of this report, value is defined as ‘market value’ being the amount of money (or the
cash equivalent of some other consideration) for which a mineral asset should change hands on the
date of Valuation between a willing buyer and a willing seller in an arm’s length transaction after
appropriate marketing wherein the parties each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without
compulsion.
As per the VALMIN Code (2015), a first draft of the report was supplied to RSM, Gulf and Cassius to
check for material error, factual accuracy and omissions before the final report was issued. SRK’s
scope of work was limited to the second draft of the report after a round of edits by RSM, Gulf and
Cassius. The final report was issued following review of any client comments by the project team.

3.3

Work program
The SRK Program commenced in late-January 2017 with a review of existing remote electronic
company data and other information sourced by SRK from literature and company websites as well
as using subscription databases such as SNL Financial database services. SRK consultants worked
through the relevant databases, compiled the report and completed research on comparable market
transactions to assist with the valuation.
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SRK notes that the VALMIN Code (2015) recommends that a site inspection be completed should it
be ‘likely to reveal information or data that is material to the report’. A site visit was undertaken by Mr
Peter Gleeson – Corporate Consultant (SRK UK) during the period 12 to 14 February 2017 for the
purposes of this report.
Mr Gleeson is familiar with the geology and style of gold mineralisation in the area having previously
visited Cardinal Resources Limited’s adjacent Namdini property several times in the past few years
and prepared independent technical reports on Cardinal’s project areas (July 2012, March 2015, and
April 2016). In addition Mr Gleeson has supervised two MSc student mapping projects over the area
(Stephenson, H., 2015 and Keegan, A., 2016). Mr Gleeson has worked on numerous exploration
projects and Mineral Resource estimates in the orogenic greenstone belts of Ghana and adjacent
West African countries for over 20 years. Mr Gleeson is considered as a Competent Person (JORC
2012 – Valmin 2015) in regard to this style of gold mineralisation.
Mr Gleeson was accompanied on the site visit by Mr Andrew Crisp (Geologist, Cassius), Mr Wayne
Kernaghan (Director, Gulf Industrials) and Mr Anthony Karam (Director, Cassius and Director, Gulf
Industrials). Mr David Chidlow (Project Head, Cassius) was not available on site for the visit as he was
between rotations.
SRK carried out the following work program:
•

Review awarded

25 January 2017;

•

Site visit

12 to 14 February 2017;

•

Submission of first draft

28 February 2017;

•

Submission of final report

24 March 2017.

3.3.1 Legal matters
SRK has not been engaged to comment on any legal matters.
SRK notes that it is not qualified to make legal representations in regards to the ownership and legal
standing of the mineral tenements that are the subject of this valuation. SRK has not attempted to
confirm the legal status of the Prospecting Licence over the Gbane Project with respect to joint venture
agreements, local heritage or potential environmental or land access restrictions.
Furthermore, SRK has sighted documentation with regards to the validity of the mineral tenure
supporting the Gbane Gold Project that indicate that Cassius has a Prospecting Licence and therefore
legal rights to the minerals, which are the subject of this report (Appendix A). SRK has relied on the
accuracy and completeness of the tenure documentation supplied to it by Cassius and Gulf. SRK has
made all reasonable enquiries.

3.4

Key sources of data
Data and information on the assets used to prepare this report are referenced throughout the report.

3.5

Effective date
The effective date of this Independent Specialist Report is 24 February 2017. The valuation is current
as at 24 February 2017.
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Project team
This report has been prepared based on a technical review by a team of consultants sourced from
SRK’s offices in Australia. Details of the qualifications and experience of the consultants who have
carried out the work in this report, who have extensive experience in the mining industry and are
members in good standing of appropriate professional institutions, are set out below.
•

Jeames McKibben, Principal Consultant (Project Evaluation), BSc(Hons), MBA, MAusIMM(CP),
MAIG, MRICS – Project management, Valuation and report compilation.

•

Peter Gleeson, Corporate Consultant (Mining Geology), MSc, BSc(Hons), MIMMM, MAIG, MGSA,
Cert. Eng. – site visit, exploration and geology

•

Mathew Davies, Senior Consultant, (Geology), BSc(Hons), MAusIMM, - comparable transaction
compilation and analysis

•

Matthew Greentree, Principal Consultant, (Geology and Project Evaluation) PhD, BSc (Hons),
MAusIMM, MAIG – Peer review.

The information in this report that refers to Exploration Results is based on information compiled by
Peter Gleeson. Peter is a Member of the Australian Institute of Geoscientists and has sufficient
experience which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and the type of deposit under consideration,
and to the activity he is undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person in terms of the JORC Code.
Peter Gleeson consents to the inclusion of such information in the report in the form and context in
which it appears.

3.7

Limitations, Reliance on Information, Declaration and Consent

3.7.1 Limitations
SRK’s opinion contained herein is based on information provided to SRK by Gulf and Cassius
throughout the course of SRK’s investigations as described in this report, which in turn reflect various
technical and economic conditions at the time of writing. Such technical information as provided by
Gulf and Cassius was taken in good faith by SRK.
This report includes technical information, which requires subsequent calculations to derive subtotals,
totals, averages and weighted averages. Such calculations may involve a degree of rounding and
consequently introduce an error. Where such errors occur, SRK does not consider them to be
material.
As far as SRK has been able to ascertain, the information provided by Gulf and Cassius was complete
and not incorrect, misleading or irrelevant in any material aspect.
Gulf and Cassius have confirmed in writing to SRK that full disclosure has been made of all material
information and that to the best of its knowledge and understanding, the information provided by them,
was complete, accurate and true and not incorrect, misleading or irrelevant in any material aspect.
SRK has no reason to believe that any material facts have been withheld.

3.7.2 Statement of SRK independence
Neither SRK nor any of the authors of this report have any material present or contingent interest in
the outcome of this report, nor do they have any pecuniary or other interest that could be reasonably
regarded as being capable of affecting their independence or that of SRK.
SRK and the authors of this report have no prior association with Gulf or Cassius in regard to the
mineral assets that are the subject of this report. SRK has no beneficial interest in the outcome of the
technical assessment being capable of affecting its independence.
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SRK’s fee for completing this Report is based on its normal professional daily rates plus
reimbursement of incidental expenses. The payment of that professional fee is not contingent upon
the outcome of this report.

3.7.3 Indemnities
As recommended by the VALMIN Code (2015), Gulf has provided SRK with an indemnity under which
SRK is to be compensated for any liability and/or any additional work or expenditure resulting from
any additional work required:
•

Which results from SRK's reliance on information provided by either Gulf or Cassius or these
parties not providing material information; or

•

Which relates to any consequential extension workload through queries, questions or public
hearings arising from this Report.

3.7.4 Consent
SRK consents to this report being included, in full, in RSM’s IER in the form and context in which the
technical assessment is provided, and not for any other purpose.
SRK provides this consent on the basis that the technical assessments expressed in the Summary
and in the individual sections of this report are considered with, and not independently of, the
information set out in the complete report.

3.7.5 Consulting Fees
SRK’s estimated fee for completing this report is based on its normal professional daily rates plus
reimbursement of incidental expenses. The fees are agreed based on the complexity of the
assignment, SRK’s knowledge of the assets and availability of data. The fee payable to SRK for this
engagement is estimated at approximately A$25,000. The payment of this professional fee is not
contingent upon the outcome of the report.
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4

Overview of Ghana

4.1

Geographical Setting and Demographics
The Republic of Ghana is situated in West Africa, immediately north of the equator and on the
Greenwich meridian. Ghana is bordered to the west by Côte d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast), north and
northwest by Burkina Faso, to the east by Togo and to the south by the Atlantic Ocean. Formerly a
British colony known as the Gold Coast, Ghana was the first nation in sub-Saharan Africa to achieve
independence in 1957.
Ghana has a total area of 238,533 km2. Its capital city is Accra, while other major cities include Kumasi,
Tema, Tamale and Sekondi-Takoradi. Ghana experiences a tropical climate, with conditions warm
and comparatively dry along the southeast coast, hot and humid in the southwest, and hot and dry in
the north. The terrain comprises mostly low plains with dissected plateau in the south and central
areas. Ghana’s population is estimated at approximately 27 million (2016 estimate).
English is the official language of Ghana and is used in schools, but several Ghanaian languages, in
addition to French, are also spoken. Christianity has been adopted by approximately 71% of the
population, Islam by about 17%, with traditional religions adhered to by 5% of the population. Other
religions make up the total.

4.2

Political and Financial Status
Following the cessation of colonial rule in 1957, Ghana has seen four republics with intermittent military
rule. The current president is Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo (NPP), who was elected on 7
December 2016.
Ghana has a market-based economy with relatively few policy barriers to trade and investment in
comparison with other countries in the region. Well endowed with natural resources, Ghana is roughly
twice the per capita output of the poorer countries of West Africa. Ghana’s gross domestic product
(GDP) amounted to US$120.8 billion in 2016, with the services sector accounting for about half of
GDP. Gold, timber and cocoa production are major sources of foreign exchange.
Ghana’s natural resources include gold, timber, industrial diamonds, bauxite, manganese, petroleum
while agricultural productions include cocoa, rubber, coconuts, coffee, pineapples, cashews, pepper
and other food crops. Ghana’s industries are dominated by mining, timber processing, light
manufacturing, fishing aluminium production and tourism.
Gold and petroleum represents Ghana’s major export commodities, representing approximately 64%
of the country’s export earnings. Ghana is the world’s 10th and Africa’s 2nd largest producer of gold,
with current production estimated at 85 metric tonnes per annum.
Expansion of Ghana’s nascent oil industry has boosted economic growth, but the recent oil price crash
reduced by half Ghana’s 2015 oil revenue. Production at Jubilee, Ghana's offshore oilfield, began in
mid-December 2010 and currently produces roughly 110,000 barrels per day. The country’s first gas
processing plant at Atubao is also producing natural gas from the Jubilee field, providing power to
several of Ghana’s thermal power plants.
As of 2015, the biggest single economic issue facing Ghana was the lack of consistent electricity.
While the previous (Mahama) administration took steps to improve the situation, little progress was
made. In April 2015, Ghana signed a US$920 million extended credit facility with the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) to help it address its growing economic crisis. The IMF fiscal targets required
Ghana to reduce the fiscal deficit by cutting subsidies, decreasing the bloated public sector wage bill,
strengthening revenue administration, and increasing revenues.
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Ghana’s fiscal consolidation program is broadly on track. Following the substantial reduction of the
fiscal deficit from 10.2% of GDP in 2014 to 6.3% in 2015, Ghana aims to narrow it further to 5% of
GDP in 2016. Nevertheless, in July 2016, Ghana revised its budget to reflect the expected shortfall in
domestic revenue as a result of unanticipated technical problems in the Jubilee oil field and weaker
than expected oil prices.

4.3

Mineral Rights
The mining industry in Ghana is overseen by the Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources and
regulated by the Minerals Commission (MinCom) under the Minerals and Mining Act, 2006 (Act 703)
and Minerals Commission Act 1993 (Act 450).
The Minerals and Mining Act grants mineral rights, specifies conditions for dealing with mineral rights,
change of control of mining companies and reporting requirements of companies involved in
reconnaissance, exploration and mining. There are separate laws governing environmental
obligations and taxation.
Both Ghana’s Constitution and its Minerals and Mining Law states that all minerals are the property of
the country and the President holds them in trust for the people. There are three types of licences:
1. Reconnaissance Licence, which provides for the right to carry on reconnaissance for a
specific mineral (or commodity) by geochemical or photo-geological survey or other remote
sensing techniques, but does not allow drilling, excavation or other sub-surface techniques.
2. Prospecting Licence, which provides for the exclusive right to carry on prospecting and
exploration for specific minerals to determine their extent and economic value, including the
drilling of boreholes and the digging of excavations.
3. Mining Lease, which provides for the extraction and processing of minerals.
Details of these licences are outlined in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1:

Details of the various mineral licence types in Ghana

Tenure
Reconnaissance
Licence
Prospecting Licence

Mining Lease

Maximum Area
5,000 contiguous
blocks or 1,050 km²
750 contiguous
blocks or 157.5 km²

300 contiguous
blocks or 63 km²

Initial
Term
1 year

Renewable

2 years

Further 2
terms for 3
years

30 years

30 years

Comments

1 year
Reduction on renewals,
Certain restrictions
imposed by land owner
rights, Mark out

A licence is issued by the Minister acting on the recommendation of the MinCom.
The granting of a mining lease is required to be ratified by Ghana’s Parliament.
Future gold production will be subject to a government statutory gross royalty of 3% to 12% depending
on the operating ratio.
The Ghanaian Government is entitled to a free carried 10% interest in any mining operation in the
country, and has no obligation to contribute to development or operating expenses and has the right
to purchase up to a further 20% interest upon such terms as may be agreed where minerals are
discovered in commercial quantities.
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4.3.1 Small Scale Mining and de-blocking
In 1989, the Small Scale Gold Mining Law (PNDCL 218), Mercury Law (PNDCL 217) and the Precious
Minerals Marketing Corporation (PMMC) Law (PNDC Law 219) were promulgated after the
Government recognised the contribution of small scale mining (SSM) to Ghana’s development
(Bansah et al 2016). This was then consolidated in the current Minerals and Mining Act 2006 (Act
703). The Minerals and Mining Act (2006) defines small-scale mining as “mining by any method not
involving substantial expenditure by an individual or group of persons not exceeding nine or a cooperative society made of ten or more persons with simple implements”.
As a result of these changes, the MinCom established seven small scale mining district centres (in
Tarkwa, Dunkwa-on-Offin, Bibiani, Asankrangwa, Assin Fosu, Akim Oda and Bolgatanga, the Wa and
Kongongo centres were added later) to provide technical extension services to miners and improve
supervision.
Under the law, no person shall engage in or undertake any small scale gold mining operation unless
granted a licence. The law allows provision of small scale mining licences to only Ghanaian citizens
who are 18 years or over and registered by the district centre in the designated area. The law enables
miners to apply for a concession of 25 acres maximum in the listed designated area for a duration of
three to five years. Holders are expected to submit plans for environmental management throughout
the life cycle of their mines.
According to Crawford et al (2015), perceived problems with the current small scale mining (SSM)
framework include:
•

The procedures to obtain a small scale mining licence is described by miners as tedious and
expensive hence most small scale miners operate illegally (Hilson et al 2014);

•

Despite the legal provision for SSM licences to be for Ghanaians only, there has long been some
foreign involvement in the sector, with this foreign presence until recently limited and large
restricted to nationals of neighbouring West African countries. In the last decade, there has been
a large increase in foreign involvement, especially that of the Chinese miners.

•

Greater foreign (Chinese) involvement in the sector led to the introduction of new mining methods
and the use of inexpensive equipment as well as increasingly sophisticated machinery (i.e.
excavators). The introduced methods are locally referred to as “changfa” (crushers), “more blade”,
dredge, suction equipment and alluvial washplants in resident communities (Bansah et al, 2016).

•

Leasing of designated land areas to large-scale mining corporations.

In order to overcome some of these issues, MinCom proposed a revision of aspects of the Act in
relation to small scale mining sector. According to Acquah (2016), these amendments include
reclassifying small scale mining to include:
•

artisanal mining – reserved for Ghanaians only, who are allowed to pan but not use of heavy
equipment, fees payable

•

small scale mining – restricted to areas of 25 acres and requiring the capacity of a mining engineer
and geologist as part of management, requiring the payment of royalties and taxes

•

medium scale mining – allows for partnership either among Ghanaians or foreigners but foreigners
are required to invest case of at least US$10 million.
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Regional Geology and Gold Mineralisation

4.4.1 West African Regional Geology
The geology of West Africa consists of a number of geological terranes with a complex structural
history. Extending across a number of West African nations, the West African Graton has an Archaean
ore surrounded by younger Precambrian and Phanerozoic greenstone sequences (Figure 4-1). The
southern part of this Craton, the Man Shield (Griffis, 2002), has both Archaean and Proterozoic
portions. The oldest Precambrian rocks are >2,500 Ma and this Archaean core extends across
western Côte D’Ivoire through Liberia, Sierra Leone and into southern Guinea. The highly
metamorphosed mafic to felsic gneissic units represent the oldest basement. A continental-scale
feature is the north-south striking Sassandra Fault, which separates the Archaean units (to the west)
from the younger Proterozoic sequences (to the east).

Figure 4-1:

Simplified geology of West Africa

Source – Modified after the BRGM SAG Afrique map (Milesi et al 2004)

Palaeoproterozoic meta-sedimentary and meta-volcanic units and associated intrusive complexes
form the most extensive units of the Man Shield and are exposed through Ghana, Côte d’Ivoire,
Burkina Faso and into southern Mali, northern Guinea and southwest corner of Niger. These
complexes are well studies, particularly in Ghana, where these units have long been mined for gold.
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Various regional stratigraphic studies have demonstrated regional variations to the Birimian
Supergroup and nomenclature such as the Lower Birimian (dominantly meta-sedimentary) and Upper
Birimian (dominantly meta-volcanic) has been proposed. Geochronological research since the 1990’s
in Côte d’Ivoire identified two distinct generations of Birimian volcanic belts, separated by a 50 Ma
time span. On this basis, Hirdes et al (1996) divided the area into an older, eastern sub-province and
a younger, western sub-province. It was proposed that the relative paucity of known gold deposits in
the western sub-province may be a function of this difference and not just a relative lack of exploration.
However, more recently the discovery of world class gold deposits such as Morila and Loulo in Mali
within the western sub-province may challenge this notion.
The Birimian Supergroup throughout the region comprises relatively narrow (20 to 60 km wide)
volcanic belts that extend along strike for hundreds of kilometres, separated by wider basins of mainly
marine clastic sediments. Gold mineralisation, particularly in Ghana is generally concentrated in
narrow structural corridors of 10 to 15 km width in the transition zone between the volcanic belts and
the sedimentary basins (Leube, et al 1990). However, major gold deposits also occur within the
intervening sedimentary basins. These geometrical and stratigraphic features are found in greenstone
belts throughout the globe.
All of the Birimian Supergroup has been extensively deformed and metamorphosed to up to
amphibolite facies. This deformation resulted from the Ebuman orogenic event, which peaked at about
2,100 Ma (Minerals Commission, 2002). The latter phases of this event correspond to widespread
granitoid intrusions especially within the highly deformed sedimentary basins. Again, this type of
metamorphism is characteristic of greenstone terrain including the late stage granitic intrusions.

4.4.2 Ghanaian Regional Geology
The geology of Ghana is dominated by Paleoproterozoic supracrustal rocks, which are subdivided into
Birimian and Tarkwaian units (Figure 4-1). The older Birimian successions comprise sedimentary and
volcaniclastic rocks, which are separated into five northeast-trending volcanic belts. Most gold
deposits are located within or about the margins of the volcanic belts, particularly the Ashanti and
Sefwi-Bibiani Belts in the south of Ghana. The younger Tarkwaian units consist of coarse clastic
sedimentary rocks of fluvio-deltaic origin and host paleoplacer gold mineralisation in the Ashanti Belt.
Birimian and Tarkwaian rocks were deformed and metamorphosed under greenschist to amphibolite
facies conditions during the Eburnean tectonothermal event. Northwest – southeast directed
shortening during this event resulted in progressive folding and thrusting and a late phase of localised
strike-slip faults are considered as important controls on gold mineralisation.
The region contains two major suites of granites: the Dixcove (or belt-type) grantioids, which occur
within the volcanic belts; and the Cape Coast (or basin-type) granitoids that intrude the sedimentary
basins.
The Volta Basin contains a package of sedimentary rocks located in the central-east of Ghana, which
cover the prospective Palaeoproterozoic greenstone belts.
Gold is primarily mined from two styles of mineralisation within Ghana: structurally controlled lode gold
or paleoplacer mineralisation hosted by quartz pebble Tarkwaian conglomerates. The lode gold
deposits include multi-million ounce gold deposits such as Obuasi, Bogoso / Prestea, Bibiani and
Chirano; these are mostly located within or adjacent to fault zones at the margins of the volcanic belts,
which were re-activated late during the Eburnean tectonothermal event. The gold mineralisation
typically occurs as quartz-sulphide or refractory sulphide (arsenopyrite) mineralisation.
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Regional geology of northern Ghana showing the location of the Gbane Project

4.4.3 Bolgatanga Regional Geology
The Bolgatanga region is characterised by a series of highly prospective granite-greenstone belts
(Bole / Nangodi Belt) located in the northeast region of Ghana, close to the border with Burkina Faso.
The belts are a northeast extension to the Palaeoproterozoic-aged Birimian basins that formed during
the collision between the West African and Guyana Archaean Shields. There is significant production
from a number of gold mines in the region, as well as from numerous small artisanal workings.
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The Bole / Nangodi Belt is flanked on both sides by extensive granitoid complexes, and it features a
wide range of Birimian metavolcanic and metasedimentary units. The volcanic units are dominantly
mafic flow rocks (indicative of extrusion onto an ancient surface); some areas have pillow structures;
and the flows are interbedded with fine-grained metasediments, including narrow bands of sediments
(chert, manganese and graphitic units). These mafic volcanic units have geochemical characteristics
indicative of a tholeiite affiliation, but the area also contains substantial intermediate to felsic volcanic
units, which have geochemical features more indicative of calc-alkaline magmatism.
The regional Bolgatanga – Bole Fault strikes northeast – southwest through the region separating the
Nangodi and Bole greenstone belts. Both greenstone belts are intruded by numerous late granitoid
complexes of both alkaline and calc alkaline affinities. A granodiorite batholiths separates the Nangodi
from the Bole Belt.
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5

Gbane Gold Project

5.1

Overview
The Gbane Project lies within the Talensi District of the Upper East region in northeastern Ghana as
shown in Figure 5-1. The Cassius Prospecting Licence covers a 13.791 km2 area lying between
10°39’42” N and 0°40’48” W and 10°43’05” N and 0°38’35” W.
The Project lies approximately 23 km to the east-southeast of the town of Bolgatanga and immediately
northeast of the village of Biung. Tamale is located some 150 km south of Bolgatanga and 800 km
north of Accra. Bolgatanga is a busy commercial centre with a population of about 67,000.
The area is serviced by sealed roads from the regional administrative centre of Tamale (population
360,000) and going through to the border with Burkina Faso. Access from the capital, Accra, is by
sealed roads in varying levels of repair; this journey can take approximately 15 hours. The Tamale –
Bolgatanga Road [N10] is the main thoroughfare through the area with connections to the local Bolga
road system. Access to the project in the dry season is good, but may become difficult in the wet
season. By car it is a 40 minute journey from Bolgatanga to the project site.
Tamale is serviced by a twice-daily air service from Accra (1 hour).
The electric power line was recently upgraded with a new 225 KV servicing the Bolgatanga region
which was financed by the European Union and the World Bank. The adjacent Shaanxi mine site is
connected to the main grid.
Ground water is available with the water table around 25 to 30 m below surface.
Northeast Ghana has a semi-arid climate with seasonal rains of less than 1,000 mm per annum. Most
of the rain falls in a distinct wet season between July to September and February is very dusty due to
the onset of the Harmattan winds.
The area is covered by wooded savannah and some grasslands. Much of the area comprises flat
ground punctuated by low rolling hills with isolated rocky tors formed by the weathering of granite
outcrop. The elevation ranges from 180 m above sea level (masl), with the highest hills reaching
600 m asl. The surrounding area is populated with villages every few kilometres, while the project
area is relatively sparsely populated. In general the abundance of roads and local tracks along with
the savannah-like nature of the terrain facilitates easy access to all parts of the licence.
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Figure 5-1:

5.2

Geology of Northern Ghana showing the location of the Gbane Project

Ownership
The Gbane Project is 100 percent owned by Ghanaian incorporated company, Cassius Mining Limited
(Cassius).

5.2.1 Tenure
SRK has been provided with a copy of an agreement between the Ghanaian Government and Cassius
Mining issuing the Prospecting Licence to Cassius over the Cassius Licence Area. SRK makes no
other assessment or assertion as to the legal title of the tenements and is not qualified to do so. SRK
has relied on an independent legal report provided by Resources Energy Mining (REM) Law
Consultancy, a legal firm based in Accra, Ghana for the purposes of this report (Appendix A) which
confirms the legal tenure.
The Gbane Project lies within the Cassius Mining Licence, which comprises a single granted Large
Scale Prospecting Licence (PL) to prospect for gold covering an area of 13.791 km2.
Table 5-1:

Status of the Gbane Tenure

Licence Type

Grant

Expiry

Area
(km2)

Prospecting Licence

28/12/2016

28/12/2018

13.791

The total area covered by the proposed earn-in and joint venture agreement with Gulf at Gbane is
approximately 4.37 km2.
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Exploration History
The exploration history presented below is summarised from Griffis (2006).
The discovery of gold in the Bolgatanga region occurred in the 1930’s when a British businessman
was shown gold-bearing quartz veins at Nangodi by a local farmer. A small underground operation
was underway by 1934, which attracted the attention of Gold Coast Selection Trust (GCST) who
optioned the property in 1936 and acquired a large prospecting license which covered most of the belt.
GCST increased the underground production, which peaked at about 5,000 ounces per annum in 1936
and 1937. GCST subsequently dropped the option in 1938 following a decline in mined grade although
mining continued on a very modest scale for a few more years.
In the 1960s, the Ghanaian Geological Survey carried out limited shallow drilling around prospects
which had been identified by the earlier 1930s work.
BHP was the first to conduct a major reconnaissance exploration program in the mid-1990s, covering
most of the Nangodi area. BHP’s exploration activities were directed towards assessing and
developing both gold and base metal prospects. After an initial regional program that identified a
number of geochemical and geophysical anomalies, the project was largely abandoned due to BHP’s
decision to cease exploration in Ghana. Other groups that acquired prospecting concessions in the
area in the mid-1990s include International Gold Resources (International Gold), Cluff Resources and
Teberebie Goldfields. International Gold was acquired by Ashanti Goldfields who continued to
undertake extensive work on the concessions. Africwest Gold obtained a reconnaissance concession
in the Nangodi area in late 1996, after the BHP licence had lapsed. Following a market downturn in
1997, Africwest’s Nangodi licence was allowed to lapse.
In 1999, the Finnish Government flew a geophysical survey over selected areas of the country on
behalf of the Geological Survey of Ghana as part of a World Bank-supported project (Amoaka, et al.,
2004). This survey, which included the Bolgatanga area, was completed at relatively low resolution
(400 m line spacing and 80 m terrain clearance).
Renewed interest in the area commenced around 2004, when there was an increase in the gold price
and the development of gold mines within neighbouring Burkina Faso. In 2006, Etruscan carried out
soil sampling, rock chip sampling, limited trenching, and reverse circulation (RC) and rotary air blast
(RAB) drilling at the Zupliga, Fulani and Dumorlugu prospects (Etruscan, 2008).
Randgold explored the Nangodi-Bole Belts from 2004 to 2009 undertaking soil geochemistry, stream
sediment sampling and rock chip sampling (Randgold, 2005 and 2009). Randgold identified eight
targets but left the area when it was considered that these were unlikely to meet their economic criteria.
Red Back Mining commenced exploration work over the Nangodi Belt and adjacent areas in 2005
including a desktop study of satellite imagery, data compilation, mapping and rock chip sampling (Red
Back, 2005).
In proximity to the Gbane area, Cardinal Resources Limited (Cardinal, ASX: CDV) is targeting the
same geological units as Cassius within its Bolgatanga Project (comprising the Kungongo and Bongo
Reconnaissance Licences and Ndongo Prospecting Licence to the north, as well as the Namdini
Mining Licence to the south of Cassius’ Gbane Prospecting Licence).
By in large, Cardinal’s exploration focus has been directed towards the assessment of its Namdini
Mining Licence (covering approximately 1.23 km2 and located some 5 km south of Cassius’ Gbane
Project area), where the company has undertaken a concerted series of RC and Diamond drilling
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programmes since 2014. Cumulatively, these programmes have included the completion of
approximately 207 drillholes for more than 34,000 m. This drilling encountered multiple broad zones
of low to modest grade (1 to 3 g/t Au) gold intervals which contained narrower higher grade zones (+9
g/t Au) across adjacent drill lines.
In November 2016, Cardinal announced a maiden Indicated and Inferred Resource of 110 Mt
averaging 1.2 g/t Au at a 0.4 g/t Au cut-off grade at its Namdini Prospecting Licence (Cardinal, ASX
Announcement 7 November 2016). In February 2017, Cardinal reported further results from Namdini,
which demonstrated extensions to the known resource to the east and south of the deposit, as well
as, at depth (Cardinal, ASX Announcements 7 and 21 February 2017). Additional drilling is ongoing
at Namdini.
Within its northern licences (Kungongo, Bongo and Ndongo), Cardinal exploration activities since 2012
have included soil geochemical sampling, aeromagnetic and ground based geophysical surveying
(gradient array and dipole-dipole Induced Polarisation (IP) and magnetic) and RC / diamond drilling.
Since 2014, these activities have been focussed on the soil sampling at the Kungong prospect, IP
geophysical surveying of the Ndongo Far Eat prospect, airborne geophysical surveying of various area
including Ndongo, Bongo and Kungongo prospects, and drill testing of the Ndongo East, Ndongo
Central and Ndongo West Prospects. Drilling at these prospects encountered narrow zones of low to
modest grade (1 to 3 g/t Au) gold which validated earlier geophysical and geochemical work and
confirmed the presence of gold mineralisation.
As noted previously, Cassius Prospecting Licence lies immediately east of the producing Shaanxi
underground gold mine. According to Crawford et al (2015), Shaanxi’s mine involves one incline shaft
and three vertical shafts that provide access deep underground to two main tunnels from where goldbearing ore is extracted. The underground tunnels are estimated to run for 700 m in one direction and
900 m in the other direction, at depths of between 150 to 200 m below surface (Crawford et al (2015),
Cardinal Website). The site supports four head frames, a large processing plant, an extensive range
of equipment and company operated drill rigs.

5.3.1

Current status of exploration at the Gbane Project
The Gbane Gold Project is an advanced stage exploration project with extensive small scale artisanal
workings within licence and the adjacent area. Artisanal miners have targeted auriferous vein material
where highest gold grades and visible mineralisation is evident without dilution from the mineralised
wall rocks where lower grade golds and no invisible is evident. Cassius has previously entered into
agreements with artisanal miners for the surrender of their respective small scale license areas that
fall within Cassius’s licence area.
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Location of historic workings and the Shaanxi Mine relative to the Gbane earn-in
and joint venture area.

Since acquiring the project, Cassius has completed geological testing, rock chip and soil geochemical
sampling, bulk sampling and process plant testing over the Gbane area since 2013.
Between 2014 and 2015, Cassius conducted four rock chip grab sampling programs sourcing material
from mine shafts, artisanal diggings, mine tailings, waste and ore piles within the Gbane Project Area
and more broadly throughout the Cassius Prospecting Licence area. Table 5-2 presents the results
of these programs.
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Table 5-2:

Gbane rock chip grab sampling results – 2014/15

Sample
Number

Easting

Northing

Au 1
(ppm)

O01
O02
O03
O04
O05
O06
O07
O08
O09
O10
O11
OB1
OB2
OB3
OB4
0B5
0B6
OB7
OB8
OB9
OBA1
OBA2
OBA3
MISC1
MISC2
4
SFOS1
SFOS2
SFOS3
SFOS4
SFOE1
SFOE2
SFOE3
SFON1
SFON2
SFON3
SFON4

755011
755003
755003
754942
754938
754805
754805
754942
755011
754942
755017
755017
755004
754969
754964
754964
754964
755164
755164
754808
754773
754773
754759
754325
754325
755232
754966.76
754966.76
754966.76
754966.76
755096.23
755096.23
755096.23
754818.61
754818.61
754818.61
754818.61

1182509
1182522
1182522
11882568
1182562
1182836
1182836
1182517
1182605
1182509
1182605
1182520
1182520
1182524
1182535
1182530
1182530
1182662
1182662
1182853
1182946
1182946
1182994
1183066
1183066
1182513
1182241.17
1182241.17
1182241.17
1182241.17
1182408.13
1182408.13
1182408.13
1182535.14
1182535.14
1182535.14
1182535.14

1.26
1.42
0.72
162
0.005
7.97
22.5
10.7
15.2
4.38
98.3
12
18.1
1.59
29.6
7.96
6.11
38
0.45
1.48
0.005
1.52
0.005
1
1.2
7.97
4.10
7.80
128
40.3
9.20
7.95
7.30
1.39
0.07
0.25
0.20

Au2 (ppm)

0.86
175

Au3 (ppm)

0.78

7.68
23.3
14.7
4.67
90
13.5
19.2
1.67
28.3

95

As (ppm)
121
527
718
129
146
2446
10000
125
471
87
98

38.5
1.55
0.005
1.62
0.005

8.4
4.23
7.23
131
40.3
9.39
7.50
7.70
0.06
0.20
0.23

8.2

9.20

1.40

NB. ppm (parts per million) is equivalent to g/t (grams per tonne)

Cassius has worked with local traditional chiefs, local licence holders, the Ghanaian MinCom and the
Ministry for Land and Natural Resources to de-block an area, previously designated as exclusively
reserved for local Ghanaian small scale mining, to allow for Large Scale Mining Licences. In doing
so, Cassius has acquired the interests of artisanal miners and offered the prospect of future
employment.
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With the exception of small-scale artisanal workings, the Shaanxi underground gold mine, operated
by the Chinese company, Shaanxi Mining Ghana Ltd (Shaanxi) is the only active operation in the area.
The mine is situated immediately west of the Gbane licence on an area totalling 0.30 km2.
Going forward, the development objectives for Gbane include improved understanding of the
geological model for the area, the completion of soil geochemical (25 m by 25 m grid) and ground
geophysical (magnetic) surveying and bulk metallurgical sampling prior to targeted drill testing of
associated targets. The licence is considered to be prospective for structurally-controlled gold
mineralisation similar to that found in the adjacent Shaanxi gold mine and to other Birimian hosted
gold deposits in West Africa.

5.4

Local Geology
The Gbane lease covers part of the Nangodi Greenstone Belt (Figure 4-1). The Nangodi Belt is
separated from the adjacent Bole – Bolgatanga Belt by the regional northeast-striking Bolgatanga Bole Fault.
The Nangodi Greenstone Belt comprises interbedded sequence of volcanic units, sedimentary rocks
(phyllites) and occasional cherty horizons. Rocks within the belt have experienced ductile deformation
with several folding orientations and the accompanying development of planar and linear structural
fabrics being evident.
The adjacent Bole Belt contains predominately metasedimentary rocks with rare volcanic rocks being
present. The rocks are strongly deformed and intruded by numerous late granites of either alkaline
and calc alkaline affinities. The Pelungu granodioritic intrusion is an important body that separates the
Bole-Bolgatanga and Nangodi Belts.
These belts are flanked by Tarkwaian sedimentary rocks comprising conglomerates, quartzites and
cross-bedded sandstones.

5.4.1 Mineralisation
Gold mineralisation is associated with shearing along the margins of the greenstone belt and contacts
between the sedimentary and volcanic units as well as the margins of intrusions. The currently
producing Shaanxi gold mine is located to the west of the Gbane Project and is located at the sheared
margin of the Nangodi Belt. At Shaanxi, the shear is some 2 to 3 m wide, strikes north-northwest to
south-southeast and contains laminated quartz veins of 10 to 20 cm width. The quartz veins contain
minor disseminated sulphides such as pyrite and arsenopyrite. The sheared host wall rocks are highly
altered and display a sericite-chlorite-silica assemblage with minor sulphides.
Numerous artisanal workings also occur along strike of this contact within sheared quartz vein material
adjacent to the Shaanxi mine.
Gold mineralisation is also present in artisanal workings sunk within strongly sheared phyllites along
the margins of the Pelungu intrusion. The artisanal workings follow a zone of shearing over hundreds
of metres in a north-northeast direction. These shear zones are between 3 and 6 m wide and
hydrothermal alteration of silica-chlorite-sericite-epidote is typically associated with these sheared
contacts and along the intrusive margins.
In SRK’s opinion, the regional and local geological setting, including the structural setting, is
sufficiently well understood to warrant a moderate to high level of confidence in the regional
geological model thereby reducing the uncertainty (and associated risk) associated with the
on-going exploration efforts in the region.
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5.4.2 Site visit observations
This section describes SRK’s site observations and a summary of the geological observations on the
nature, style of mineralisation, exploration approach and economic potential of Cassius’ Gbane
Project. It also covers the risks and opportunities associated with the project.
During the course of the site visit, Mr Gleeson focused on the extensive artisanal workings adjacent
to the Shaanxi mine, located on the western boundary of Cassius’ Gbane licence. In addition Mr
Gleeson visited other areas of extensive artisanal working associated with gold-arsenic in soil
geochemical anomalies identified by Cassius to the east of the main Shaanxi shear structure. Mr
Gleeson has visually inspected virtually the entire Cassius licence area on previous site visits when
undertaking a review of MSc project mapping in 2015 and 2016. Additionally, time was spent reviewing
and discussing the proposed exploration program and data collected to date at Cassius’ exploration
office in Bolgatanga.
The purpose of the visit was to independently verify the geology and prospectivity of the leases.

Gbane tenements – Nangodi Belt
SRK’s site visit to the Gbane licence focused entirely on rocks of the Nangodi Fold Belt, specifically
the, current and artisanal mine workings along the eastern and western flanks of the fold belt. The
sites visited during the course of the site visit are shown in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3:
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Shaanxi mine and adjacent artisanal workings
The Shaanxi gold mine and associated artisanal workings are located on the eastern side of the
Nangodi Fold Belt along the sheared contact between meta-sedimentary and meta-volcanic units
(Figure 5-2). The Shaanxi mine is currently working as a relatively small-scale operation on 0.30 km2
developed over a series of two small scale mining concessions through a mine support services
arrangement with local artisanal miners.
The mine development follows narrow high-grade veins (Abbott P, pers. comm.) along a sheared
lithological contact between the meta-volcanic units to the east and meta-sedimentary units to the
west. There is no reliable information on the geology, defined resource or mine production tonnages
from this mine. Cassius estimates that the operation produces at least 200,000 ounces per annum at
grades of up to 30 g/t Au (Bainbridge pers. comm. 2017), however SRK has been unable to verify
these figures.
The mine has a small (covered) production facility and adjacent leach pad fed to date partly by local
(larger scale) artisanal operations.
An estimated 50,000 to 70,000 t of cyanide tailings exist in numerous locations on the project site and
these were randomly sampled using bulk 10 kg samples (Bainbridge pers. comm. 2017). The tailings
have been ground by hammer mill and placed in pits for cyanide extractable gold. Results of previous
sampling of these tailings suggest residual grades of between 0.6 to 7.9 g/t, with an average grade of
around 2.5 g/t Au (refer to Table 5-2).
Historically, no access has been granted to Cassius in order to assess the Shaanxi mining and
processing operation. However, in response to a formal request from Cassius, a delegation from the
Ghanaian Minerals Commission, accompanied by the Cassius team, was granted access to the
Shaanxi operation to conduct a series of inspections and mine site tours between 17 and 23 February,
2017.

Shaanxi Mine
The Shaanxi mine is centred on several headframes (5) located along the main north-south trending
Nangodi (Shaanxi) Shear. Early headframes noted (Gleeson 2012, 2015) have been replaced by
larger headframes (Figure 5-3) indicating an increase in underground production in recent years. One
of the headframes lies adjacent (i.e. within 100 m) of the northern boundary to Cassius’ licence.
According to Crawford et al (2015), there have previously been accusations that Shaanxi was mining
outside of its licence area. In the period between SRK’s site visit and the time of writing, the Ghanaian
Minerals Commission surveyors undertook a preliminary visit to the Shaanxi operation, accompanied
by the Cassius team, to determine if Shaanxi’s mining activities are encroaching on Cassius’ adjacent
licence area or other legally licenced explorers. The location of Shaanxi’s underground workings will
need to be verified by survey. Shaanxi diamond drill rigs were actively drilling outside of their licence
area and on Cassius land during SRK’s site visit. Following the initial inspection, Cassius has taken
steps and is liaising with the Minerals Commission to stop any possible illegal practice.
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Shaanxi mine new headframe (blue) built over earlier – smaller headframe

Artisanal workings
Extensive artisanal workings occur around the village of Tarkwa and adjacent to the Shaanxi mine.
The artisanal workings follow the main Nangodi (Shaanxi) shear for at least 3 km in a north-northwest
to south-southeast direction along the Shaanxi eastern boundary with the Gbane Prospecting Licence.
Cassius has diligently mapped the geology and location of all artisanal workings on their licence. In
addition to the north-northwest to south-southeast trending workings, other sets of extensive artisanal
workings are noted and trend northeast to southwest into the Gbane licence. These workings (Location
9 on Figure 5-4) are associated with a strong arsenic in soil geochemical anomaly and are in part
coincident with a known ground magnetic anomaly (Bainbridge 2017). The gold mineralisation in the
area is closely associated with a strong arsenic signature. Arsenic is probably a better indicator of the
presence of gold than using gold directly due its highly variable nature.
The main mineralised trend along which the Shaanxi mine is situated also lies on an arsenic
geochemical anomaly.
The recently announced Namdini Resource (Cardinal 2016) also lies along a northeast to southwest
cross (jog) structure.
Figure 5-4 shows site locations visited by SRK in relation to the defined arsenic in soil geochemical
anomalies.
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Arsenic in soil geochemical anomalies with SRK’s site visit locations overlain

The gold mineralisation associated with the artisanal workings was reviewed by SRK from spoil and
examples of gold-bearing material from the mine shown by the artisanal miners. The mineralisation
is associated with a complex shear zone that closely follows the contact between the metasedimentary units and meta-volcanic units.
Based on SRK’s observations, the individual structures are approximately 2 to 3 m wide and multiple
structures occur over a broad zone of shearing. The mineralisation strikes north-northwest to southsoutheast. Gold mineralisation occurs in narrow laminated quartz veins some 1 to 5 cm wide
(Figure 5-5) with quartz veins being smokey in appearance with disseminated sulphides (including
pyrite and arsenopyrite). The strongly foliated wall rocks adjacent to the veins display variable
(partially to intensely) potassically alteration with an assemblage of sericite-chlorite-silica and minor
sulphides (Figure 5-6).
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A

B

Figure 5-5:
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A. narrow (smokey)quartz veins in altered meta-volcanics at the artisanal working
near site 3. B. outcrop of narrow vein zone in meta-volcanics (near site 3)
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Examples of highly sheared and altered wall rock material and laminated quartz
veins with sulphides from artisanal workings. A. Altered and sheared wall rock.
B & C. Laminated quartz veins containing sulphides. Tarkwa village area (field
sites 4 and 5)

The highest grade material occurs in thin veins (up to +30 g/t Au) in the adjacent altered wall rock
which has a lower grade (1 -2 g/t Au) but is greater in extent. Grab samples from the artisanal workings
reported by Cassius have returned gold grades of 0.2 to 40 g/t Au, with the wall rock material 0.5 to
2 g/t Au (refer to Table 5-2).
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From field evidence, much of the artisanal workings are developed along narrow north-northeast to
south-southwest trending zones, 1 to 2 m wide that dip steeply (~70o) to the west. Many of these zones
lie sub-parallel to each other indicating there are numerous sub-parallel vein sets. The workings extend
to a depth of between 2 to 5 m. The workings are extensive along and across strike. The artisanal
workings extend for up to 3 to 4 km north-northeast to south-southwest along strike over the entire
length of the Gbane Project. These artisanal workings form a zone at least 200 m wide. Other such
zones have also been noted. A trend of artisanal workings follows a northeast-southwest trend at the
southern end of the licence. These workings trend for over 1000 m along strike and cover an area of
at least 300 m in width. This active area of artisanal covers the arsenic in soil geochemical anomaly
discussed earlier.
Overall the artisanal workings represent an extremely extensive, albeit shallow mining operation
covering a large area, both along and across strike. To the east of the Gbane Project, the area is
covered by lateritic soils obscuring much of the outcrop with little evidence of artisanal workings.
However, newly developed artisanal workings were noted in the northeast corner of the Gbane Project
close to the village of Datoko in the approximate position of a prominent north-northeast to southsouthwest trending shear that marks the edge of the Nangodi Belt, suggesting the eastern margins of
the belt may be prospective.
The gold mineralisation and geological setting is very similar to that reported at the adjacent Namdini
project owned and being developed by Cardinal Resources, where a JORC Code compliant Mineral
Resource (Indicated and Inferred) of 110 Mt at 1.2 g/t for 4.1 Moz was announced in November 2016
(Cardinal, 2016). At Namdini, a one kilometre long shear zone has been identified and drilled along a
northeast to southwest trend with mineralised widths up to 50 m (true width) from surface down to a
depth of 300 m.
In SRK’s opinion, there is significant evidence of potentially economic gold mineralisation in and
adjacent to the Gbane Project area, especially along the major north-northeast to south-southwest
structures on both the eastern and western side of the belt as well as along northeast to southwest
oriented structures that may link the two marginal structures. The eastern sheared margins of the belt
represent a new opportunity, where little, if any, exploration has taken place.
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Figure 5-7:

Evidence of extensive artisanal workings in the western portion of the Gbane
project area

Cassius Exploration to date
Over the last 12 months, Cassius has completed the following exploration activities:
•

Field mapping at 1:1000 scale

•

Recording the location of all artisanal workings

•

Extensive rock chip geochemical sampling programs over the area

•

Soil geochemical sampling over approximately two thirds of the project area (mainly the western
half of the licence)

•

Ground magnetic geophysical surveying over parts of the licence (July 2016). Results were not
available at the time of writing.

In SRK’s opinion, work to date has been carried out to a good industry standard and quality control –
quality assurance (QAQC) checks have been put into place for sampling methods and assay quality.
In addition, Cassius’ exploration approach is consistent with the style and nature of the mineralisation
identified to date.
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Future work proposed by Cassius includes:
•

Extending the soil program to cover the poorly exposed meta-volcanic units on the eastern half of
the licence. Possibly using an auger or air core rig to penetrate the deeper cover

•

Further ground magnetic geophysical coverage for the entire licence

•

Stage I. Preliminary RC and diamond drill testing of identified target areas to start in Q2 2017.

A budget of A$3 million has been allocated for exploration work over the next 12 months. In SRK’s
opinion, the specified amounts should be sufficient to achieve the outlined program of works.
SRK recommends a detailed structural mapping study of the area to improve the understanding on
the controls on mineralisation.
In SRK’s opinion, the adjacent option areas to the Gbane earn-in and joint venture area (as outlined
in Gulf’s ASX announcement dated 25 January 2017) also have good economic potential (Figure 5-8).

Figure 5-8:
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Location of licence options 1 and 2 north and south of the Gbane earn-in and joint
venture area. Main structural trends and location of workings also outlined
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Summary and conclusions of SRK’s site visit
The Gbane Project is at an advanced stage of exploration with the area held under licence by Cassius
considered highly prospective for gold mineralisation. The project area is under-explored along its
eastern margins but well explored on its western margins. Ample evidence exists for the presence of
economic gold mineralisation as indicated by the location of both extensive artisanal workings within
the tenure and commercial scale mining activities immediately west of the licence. In addition, recent
geochemical soil sampling by Cassius has identified several drill ready target areas often associated
with artisanal workings. Cassius is well advanced on their exploration program for the lease with the
next step being targeting drilling and potential resource evaluation drilling of several well established
targets based on soils, geological mapping, rock chip sampling and trend of artisanal workings.
The earn-in and joint venture area offers a geological setting similar to that of other mineralised
Paleoproterozoic greenstone-granite terrains in Ghana and is considered by SRK to have a similar
level of prospectivity to these belts. There is a long history of small-scale gold mining and artisanal
workings being carried out in the region, in addition to more recent discoveries such as Cardinal’s
Namdini resource (4 Moz). MNG Gold’s operational Youga mine (1.2 Moz in resource) in Burkina
Faso also lies along the same structural trend.
Only a limited amount of modern exploration has been undertaken in the Gbane Licence area.
However, based on Cassius’ previous soil and rock chip geochemical sampling programs and
observed extensive artisanal workings, it is SRK’s opinion that with a systematic exploration program,
there is a reasonable to good probability for economically viable gold mineralisation to be defined
(assuming either underground or open pit extraction). From SRK’s review of the data and the results
of Cassius’ exploration programs, it is clear that the region supports a significant gold endowment.
The main targets for gold mineralisation within the Gbane Project area are shear and structurallyhosted gold deposits within or along the margins of the greenstone terrains. In SRK’s opinion, the
Gbane Licence represents an Advanced Exploration Project, which offers the potential for sizeable,
moderate to high grade tonnages to be rapidly defined upon the commencement of the proposed
drilling programs.
Cassius has initiated a rigorous philosophy to its gold exploration activities at Gbane. The company
has demonstrated a good understanding of the main styles of gold mineralisation at Gbane and its
exploration programs are considered sound, and appropriate for the styles of mineralisation
encountered to date.
In SRK’s opinion, the current Gbane earn-in and joint venture area and the additional options offer
significant potential for the discovery of economic gold mineralisation in the Nangodi greenstone belt
of northern Ghana. This finding is strongly supported by the presence of a high-grade underground
gold mining operation immediately west and adjacent to Cassius’ licence and the recently discovered
Cardinal (Namdini) gold resource (4 Moz) to the south of the Cassius licence. In addition, extensive
artisanal workings cover a 4 kilometre strike length (that is up to 500 meters wide in places) within the
Gbane licence area. Furthermore, a recent soil geochemical survey highlight numerous untested
targets associated along principal structures.
Geologically, Cassius’ Gbane Project displays a style of mineralisation typical of Birimian orogenic
gold deposits seen in other parts of Ghana and adjacent Burkina Faso, with gold being located along
mylonitic shears and within tight isoclinal folds in basement meta-volcanics, meta-sediments and
granite intrusives. The similarity of the mineralisation and geological environment with that of
Cardinal’s recently discovered Namdini resource is also very encouraging.
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In addition to narrow high grade veins that maybe suitable for underground mining, the Gbane Project
displays mineralisation styles that are potentially amenable to large scale open pit mining including
broader zones of stockwork mineralisation similar to that seen at Namdini. These broader zones would
represent a preferred economic option than exploring for narrow and probably discontinuous high
grade shoots. In addition to targeting simple shear structures SRK considers there may be some
potential for saddle reef structures at the juncture of fold noses that may plunge with the folds. These
may have a relatively small surface exposure (foot print). Cardinal’s Namdini resource is interpreted
to reflect this folded style of mineralisation. Furthermore, the presence of small granitic stocks within
the area may provide attractive targets, where shear zones traverse these felsic intrusive bodies to
form a stock work due to competency contrasts. Such mineralisation is observed at Cardinal’s Namdini
project alongside the folded, plunging veins seen in the meta-volcanic units.
In SRK’s opinion, the Gbane Project forms a target-rich environment from the point of view of the
potential to locate economic gold mineralisation.
The presence of the Shaanxi mine (whilst encouraging from a mineral prospectivity perspective) also
raises an issue to be investigated pertaining to the possibility of deliberate undermining of parts of
Cassius’ licence area. Cassius has approached the Ghanaian Government to conduct a detailed
survey of the extent of the adjacent Shaanxi underground operations and take steps to halt any illegal
mining practices. These formal investigation processes are currently being undertaken.
Based on its site visit, SRK’s recommendations are:
•

Need for accurate survey of the adjacent Shaanxi mine workings to determine if and how they
impact on the Gbane licence area and if compensation should be sort. SRK understands this is
currently being investigated by the Ghanaian Minerals Commission

•

Discussions with the Ghanaian Government to control the possible undermining of the Gbane
licence, which we understand is currently being investigated by the Ghanaian Minerals
Commission

•

Structural study of the licence area to understand the controls on mineralisation to aid targeting

•

Additional soil geochemical sampling programme on the eastern half of the licence

•

Review of new artisanal workings around the village of Datoko in the northeast of the licence

•

Complete ground magnetic geophysical coverage of the licence

•

In addition to the Shaanxi mine trend, the significant arsenic in soil geochemical anomaly located
in the south of the area that lies along a northeast to southwest trend of artisanal workings should
be a major focus of exploration

•

Extend exploration along the shear structures that form the eastern margins of the Gbane lease
and Nangodi belt.

Based on its site visit, SRK concludes:
•

The Gbane Project contains significant indications for potential bulk, open pittable gold
mineralisation.

•

The Gbane Project represents a significant opportunity to target gold mineralisation close to
surface

•

Despite receiving little attention previously, the Gbane area, Shaanxi mine and Cardinal’s nearby
Namdini resource are located within an emerging greenstone belt in northern Ghana offering
potential for significant economic gold mineralisation
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•

Cassius has been issued a Large Scale Prospecting Licence, within which the Gbane Project is
situated. This tenure differs significantly from the other arrangements in the region which involve
the consolidation of small artisanal leases through a mine support services agreement (as per
Cardinal at Namdini). The Cassius model has opened up the area for modern systematic
exploration and direct tenure.

•

To date, Cassius has conducted a well-planned and structured exploration programme that is in
line with industry standard practices

•

Cassius’ proposed exploration program for the next 12 months is well progressed and in SRK’s
opinion, is entirely appropriate for the targeting and location of orogenic gold deposits of the type
already located in the area.

•

The Cassius Gbane property from a valuation perspective can be classified as an Advanced
Exploration Project.

Risk and Opportunities
SRK has identified the following risks and opportunities for the Gbane Project:

Risks
•

Possible under mining (and/or over drilling) by the adjacent Shaanxi mine – which is currently
being investigated by the Ghanaian Minerals Commission following a formal request by Cassius
to do so

•

Zones of mineralisation being narrower than that seen at surface

•

Lack of a good structural understanding on the controls on mineralisation resulting in poor drill
targeting of mineralisation. This risk, given the proposed exploration procedures and detailed
mapping programs observed by SRK during the site visit, is being adequately mitigated.

•

Issues with local land holders. The project area is covered by numerous artisanal workings and
associated villages. Cassius has been over a long period, and will need to continue to liaise closely
with the local population representatives and government to avoid social issues.

Opportunities
•

Potential to discover a multi-million ounce gold resource

•

A number of defined exploration targets, despite in a relatively small ground holding

•

Adjacent to a producing gold mine and close proximity to a newly discovered multi-million ounce
resource

•

Ground easy to explore due to easy access and small area involved.

•

Potential to access new mining infrastructure to be developed by other adjacent operators. Thus,
reducing capital hurdles and making project more attractive to investors

•

Agreement in place to acquire tenure along the strike extensions to the Nangodi belt north and
south of the current earn-in and joint venture area

•

Need for exploration along the identified structures on the eastern margins of the licence area
where artisanal workings are being developed and in an area of limited exploration.
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6

Other Considerations

6.1

Market conditions
In support of this valuation, SRK has carried out a limited analysis of the gold market to provide an
understanding of recent price trends for the consideration of the market value.
According to the Office of the Chief Economist at the Australian Department of Industry, Innovation
and Science (OCE, 2016), gold prices declined noticeably in the December quarter of 2016. The
stronger US dollar, along with a push into equity markets, saw investment flows out of the gold market.
Gold prices are expected to be lacklustre over the next eighteen months. Drivers will be improved
economic conditions, rising US interest rates and a stronger US dollar. Gold is forecast to average
US$1,200 a troy ounce in 2017, down from an average of US$1,250 a troy ounce in 2016.
Furthermore, the gold price is forecast to average US$1,180 per troy ounce in 2018, as investors look
to other assets as economic conditions improve. However, historically high debt levels across Europe,
Japan, US and China will provide some investor interest in gold as a safe haven asset.
On the demand side, fabrication consumption has been subdued, largely due to higher prices
throughout most of 2016. Similarly, gold consumption in electronics also declined throughout 2016 as
producers substituted cheaper metals for gold in industrial applications. Continued economic growth
in India and China — the world’s two major jewellery markets — will likely encourage higher
discretionary spending on gold. Jewellery consumption is forecast to increase by 3 percent in 2017,
more than offsetting a forecast 6 percent decline in technology use.
From a supply perspective, total gold supply increased moderately in 2016, as an increase in recycled
output offset a decline in mine production. World mine production is forecast to increase by 1.3 percent
in 2016, to 3,263 tonnes. World mine production is forecast to increase by 1.7 percent, to just over
3,318 tonnes in 2017, then decline to 3,109 tonnes in 2018.

Figure 6-1:

Gold price (US$/oz) history

Source: SNL (accessed 2 February 2017)
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Valuation
The objective of this section is to provide RSM with a valuation of the tenure including consideration
of the exploration potential of the Gbane Gold Project. SRK has not valued either Gulf or Cassius,
these being the corporate entities which are the beneficial owners of the exploration assets considered
in this section of the report. SRK understands that this Valuation will be included in RSM’s
Independent Expert Report and as such is intended for public release.
In assessing the technical aspects relevant to this Valuation, SRK has relied on information provided
by Gulf and Cassius, as well as information sourced from the public domain. All sources are listed in
the bibliography.

7.1

Valuation Approaches
While the VALMIN Code (2015) states that the selection of the valuation approach and methodology
is the responsibility of the Practitioner, where possible, SRK considers a number of methods.
The aim of this approach is to compare the results achieved using different methods to select a
preferred value within a valuation range. This reflects the uncertainty in the data and interaction of the
various assumptions inherent in the valuation.
The VALMIN Code (2015) outlines three generally accepted Valuation approaches:
(1). Income Approach
(2). Market Approach
(3). Cost Approach.
The Income Approach is based on the principle of anticipation of benefits and includes all methods
that are based on the income or cash flow generation potential of the Mineral Property (VALMIN,
2015). Valuation methods that follow this approach include Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) modelling,
Monte Carlo Analysis, Option Pricing and Probabilistic methods.
The Market Approach is based primarily on the principle of substitution and is also called the Sales
Comparison Approach. The Mineral Property being valued is compared with the transaction value of
similar Mineral Properties, transacted in an open market (CIMVAL, 2003). Methods include
comparable transactions, MTR and option or farm-in agreement terms analysis.
The Cost Approach is based on the principle of contribution to value (CIMVAL, 2003). Methods include
the appraised value method and multiples of exploration expenditure, where expenditures are
analysed for their contribution to the exploration potential of the Mineral Property.
The applicability of the various valuation approaches and methods vary depending on the stage of
exploration or development of the property, and hence the amount and quality of the information
available on the mineral potential of the property. Table 8-1 presents the various valuation approaches
for the valuation of mineral properties at the various stages of exploration and development.
Table 7-1:

Suggested valuation approaches according to Development status

Valuation
Approach

Exploration
Projects

Pre-Development
Projects

Development
Projects

Production
Projects

Market

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Income

No

In some cases

Yes

Yes

Cost

Yes

In some cases

No

No

Source: VALMIN Code (2015).
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The Market approach to valuation is generally accepted as the most suitable approach for valuation
of a Mineral Resource Property or a Pre-Development Project.
An income-based method, such as a Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) model is commonly adopted for
assessing the Value of a Tenure containing a deposit where an Ore Reserve has been produced
following appropriate level of technical studies and to accepted technical guidelines such as the JORC
Code (2012). However, an income-based method is not considered an appropriate method for
deposits that are less advanced where technical risk is not quantified (i.e. where there is not a declared
Ore Reserve and supporting mining and related technical studies). As this Valuation only considers
Exploration tenure, and not defined Ore Reserves, income-based methods of valuation are not
considered within the context of this Valuation.
The use of cost-based methods, such as considering suitable multiples of exploration expenditure is
best suited to exploration properties, before Mineral Resources are reliably estimated. As a Mineral
Resource has not been declared within the Gbane Project, cost-based methods of valuation are
considered along with market-based valuation methods. In general, these methods are accepted
analytical valuation approaches that are in common use for determining Market Value (defined below)
of mineral assets.
The “Market Value” is defined in the VALMIN Code (2015) as, in respect of a mineral asset, the
amount of money (or the cash equivalent of some other consideration) for which the Mineral Asset
should change hands on the Valuation date between a willing buyer and a willing seller in an arm’s
length transaction after appropriate marketing wherein the parties each acted knowledgeably,
prudently and without compulsion. The term Market Value has the same intended meaning and
context as the IVSC term of the same name. This has the same meaning as Fair Value in RG111. In
the 2005 edition of the VALMIN Code this was known as Fair Market Value.
The “Technical Value” is defined in the VALMIN Code (2015) as an assessment of a Mineral Asset’s
future net economic benefit at the Valuation Date under a set of assumptions deemed most
appropriate by a Practitioner, excluding any premium or discount to account for market considerations.
The term Technical Value has an intended meaning that is similar to the IVSC term Investment Value.
Valuation methods are, in general, subsets of valuation approaches and for example the Income
Based Approach comprises several methods. Furthermore, some methods can be considered to be
primary methods for valuation while others are secondary methods or rules of thumb considered
suitable only to benchmark valuations completed using primary methods.
An overview of a number of methods traditionally used to value exploration and development
properties includes:
•

Multiples of Exploration Expenditure (MEE)

•

Joint Venture Terms Method (expenditure-based)

•

Geoscience Ratings Methods (e.g. Kilburn – area-based)

•

Comparable Market Value Method (real estate based)

•

Metal Transaction Ratio (MTR) Analysis (ratio of the transaction value to the gross dollar metal
content, expressed as a percentage - real estate based)

•

Yardstick/Rule of Thumb Method (e.g. A$/Resource or production unit, percentage of an in situ
value)

•

The geological risk method.
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In summary, however, the various recognised valuation methods are designed to provide an estimate
of the mineral asset or property value in each of the various categories of development. In some
instances, a particular mineral asset or property or project may comprise assets which logically fall
under more than one of the previously discussed development categories.

7.2

Valuation Basis
SRK has considered the landholdings and the areal extent and exploration potential of the granted
tenure (Table 7-2).
Table 7-2:

Valuation Basis of the Gbane Project

Mineral Asset

Development Stage

Valuation basis

Gbane

Advanced Stage
Exploration

Exploration Potential

SRK notes that the VALMIN Code (2015) cautions against ascribing value to permits under application.
SRK understands that all the tenure associated with the Gbane Project has been granted (refer to
Appendix 1 and 2).

7.3

SRK’s Valuation Technique
In estimating the value of the Gbane Project as at the Valuation Date, SRK has considered various
valuation methods within the context of the VALMIN Code (2015).
The valuation method applied depends on the relative maturity of assessment for each asset, as well
as the amount of available data supporting the project. In preparing its valuation of the Gbane Project,
SRK has considered the three main approaches (income, market, and cost) as well as the available
methodologies under each approach.

7.3.1 Valuation of Exploration Projects
In valuing the Gbane Project, SRK has considered the exploration potential of the tenement by
analysis of a variety of valuation methods including market transactions (involving similar mineral
assets within Ghana and neighbouring Burkina Faso), the Multiples of Exploration Expenditure (MEE)
method, the geoscientific rating valuation method and the geological risk method.
These methods helped inform the valuation range considered, however SRK’s selected Preferred
Value was determined through consideration of various factors including, but not limited to
development status, exploration results, geology, structure, alteration, supporting infrastructure,
proposed exploration plans going forward and likely exploration spend.

7.4

Valuation of the Gbane Gold Project

7.4.1 Market Transactions
For the valuation of the exploration potential at the Gbane Project earn-in and joint venture area (i.e.
4.37 km2 as opposed to the Cassius Prospecting Licence area of 13.79 km2), SRK has identified 50
transactions occurring between January 2012 and February 2017 involving pre-Resource gold
exploration tenure of similar size to that held by Cassius within Ghana or Burkina Faso.
Of those transactions, 19 did not have sufficient information within the public domain to accurately
derive transaction multiples. From the remaining transactions, 13 included declared Mineral
Resources and 18 comprised exploration ground only, with no declared Mineral Resources or Ore
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Reserves. Ultimately, seven transactions were identified involving projects with no defined Mineral
Resources and with areas under tenure of less than 100 km2 (shown in dark green below).
The implied multiples from these transactions then normalised to account for difference in the gold
price as at the valuation date relative to the prevailing gold price as at the transaction date.
Table 7-3:

Project

Ghanaian / Burkina Faso gold transactions – area based

Date

Vendor

Purchaser

Consideration
(100% terms)
US$ M

Total
Project
Area (km²)

Transaction
Multiple
($US / km²)

Transaction
Multiple
(Normalised
US$/km²)

Akoko

26/10/16

Castle
Minerals

Terrex

0.50

Kubi

9/08/16

Goknet
Mining Co

Asante
Gold Corp

18.00

308.00

58,441.56

67,672.65

Anumso

14/07/16

Goldplat

Ashanti
Gold Corp

4.44

29.63

149,998.13

173,234.77

Bondi

24/05/16

Orezone
Gold Corp

Sarama
Resources

5.10

Julie West

27/04/16

Bunda
Resources

Phoenix
Resources

0.27

146.00

1,820.08

1,953.59

Korongou

3/03/16

Golden Rim
Resources

MNG Gold
Burkina
Sarl

2.94

Youga

29/02/16

Endeavour
Mining Corp

MNG Orko
Madencilik
Anonim
Sirketi

28.11

Akoase

1/06/15

Viking Mines

Akroma
Gold Co

8.00

28.51

280,603.30

286,456.07

Kubi

3/03/15

Goknet
Mining Co.

Asante
Gold Corp

20.90

39.00

535,794.87

545,641.73

Balogo

6/02/15

Golden Rim
Resources

MNG
Group

9.80

Guiro

28/05/14

Stremco
S.A.

Komet
Resources
Africa S.A.

2.80

65.00

43,109.40

48,003.05

Enchi

22/05/14

Edgewater
Exploration

Pinecrest
Resources

8.63

696.00

12,392.39

13,799.14

Enchi

22/05/14

Kinross Gold
Corp

Pinecrest
Resources

4.24

696.00

6,085.84

6,776.69

Niangouela

22/11/16

Precision
Resources
SARL

Nexus
Gold Corp.

1.41

178.00

7,900.12

8,452.96

Frontier

22/07/16

Metalor SA

Acacia
Mining

0.30

500.00

600.00

692.95

Garsay

28/04/15

Undisclosed
seller

Parallel
Mining
Corp.

1.18

165.74

7,119.59

7,375.31

Pinarello &
Konkolikan

16/03/15

Canyon
Resources

Acacia
Mining

0.78

914.00

858.11

873.88

South
Hounde

27/11/14

Sarama
Resources

Acacia
Mining

16.00

814.00

19,656.02

19,961.21

Kerboule
gold

17/11/14

Kaizen
Discovery

Alecto
Minerals

0.54

399.50

1,351.69

1,372.68
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Purchaser

Consideration
(100% terms)
US$ M

Total
Project
Area (km²)

Transaction
Multiple
($US / km²)

Transaction
Multiple
(Normalised
US$/km²)

Date

Vendor

Diakouli

16/07/14

Private
Investor Hamidou
Baba Traore

Blina
Minerals
Burkina
SARL

1.31

250.00

5,250.00

5,945.08

Bongui &
Legue

9/04/15

Constelor
Panafrican
Resources
Holdings.

Thor
Exploration

0.07

233.00

286.12

296.40

Central
Houndé

9/04/15

Thor
Exploration

Acacia
Mining

2.94

474.00

6,205.01

6,427.89

Bongui &
Legue

12/03/12

Constelor
Panafrican
Resources
Holdings

African
Star
Resources

0.34

233.00

1,474.38

2,029.46

Dormaa

8/11/16

Pelangio
Exploration

Roscan
Minerals
Corp

0.24

86.44

2,763.28

2,956.65

Keyhole

8/09/16

Sikasante
Mining
Company

Asante
Gold Corp

0.57

2.52

226,878.57

260,056.84

Bouboulou

23/03/16

Bureau
D’Tude des
Geosciences
et de
L’Enviroment

Nexus
Gold Corp.

0.56

38.30

14,601.09

15,708.51

Houko

21/03/16

Daritos Or
SARL

Roxgold
Exploration
SARL

0.11

30.00

3,754.15

4,038.88

Betanase

10/08/15

Perseus
Mining

Asante
Gold Corp

2.00

12.00

166,666.67

160,988.51

Salman
South &
Mame

22/07/15

Hodges
Resources

Undisclose
d buyer

0.83

67.70

12,311.73

12,002.70

Ndongo
North

25/11/14

Savannah
Mining

Cardinal
Resources

0.20

64.00

3,063.73

3,293.79

The transactions highlighted in grey were removed as outliers as the associated mineral assets contained Mineral Resources
The transactions highlighted light green were broadly considered as they pertained to mineral assets comparative to the Gbane Project
The transactions highlighted dark green were considered as the preferred comparatives as they pertained to mineral assets which
remained in the exploration stage and with relatively small total areas (<100km²)
*The Gbane Transaction has been excluded from further analysis for the purposes of defining the transaction multiples
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300,000.00

Houko permit

250,000.00

Normalised US$/km²

Betanase concession

200,000.00
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150,000.00

Dormaa project

100,000.00

Keyhole gold project
Ndongo North

50,000.00
(20.00)

-

(50,000.00)

Figure 7-1:

20.00

40.00

60.00

80.00

100.00 120.00

Salman South and Mame Gold
projects

Total Proect Area (km²)

Normalised implied acquisition cost per square kilometre (on a 100 percent basis)
versus total area (shown as bubble size) (<100 km² projects)

The statistics from SRK’s analysis of transactions involving advanced stage exploration assets with a
total area of less than 100 km2 are presented in Table 7-4.
Table 7-4:

Transaction statistics (normalised)
Implied Value (US$/km2)

Implied value
Normalised (US$/km2)*

Minimum

2,763.28

2,956.65

Median

12,311.73

12,002.70

Average

62,038.25

66,227.88

Maximum

226,878.57

260,056.84

Weighted Average

15,530.22

20,267.56

Based on the current exploration status, the perceived exploration potential and limited size of the
Gbane earn-in and joint venture area, SRK considers the following transactions are considered to be
of relevance to this valuation:
Betanase - the Betanase concession covers 12 km2 and adjoins to the east of the Kubi mining lease
(containing NI-43-101 Measured Indicated and Inferred Resource of 348,000 oz Au) where scoping
studies were underway to develop as an underground mine. The Betanase concession covers a
strong gold in soil anomaly located 5 km east of Kubi Main deposit. Previous work consists of 1,569
soil samples and 26 RC drillholes totalling 2,346 m in the Lagos galamsey pit area. These holes
encountered narrow to broad zones of low grade (<2 g/t) gold. The main soil anomaly had not been
tested and is continuous over 1.4 km strike length. Extensive galamsey alluvial workings extend over
4 km within the concession. IP and ground electromagnetic geophysical surveying was underway at
the time of the transaction.
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Keyhole – the Keyhole area (2.52 km2) is strategically located at the intersection of three major gold
mineralised trends, namely the Asankrangwa gold belt (+11 Moz – Asanko mine and Esaase gold
project), continental scale basement structure hosing the Obuasi mine (66 Moz) and Akyem Mine (7.6
Moz) and the north trending Ankobra River Lineament (+60 Moz at Bogosu, Pretea and Tarkwa) (*
past production plus current resources). Keyhole has previously been subject of local alluvial mining
and blocked for large mining licences. No modern drilling previous occurred, although grab sampling
and underground sampling have returned high grade gold results. IP geophysical surveying to the
north outlined a number of anomalies.
Based on these recent transactions, SRK considers that as a minimum the current market would pay
between US$160,000 to US$260,000/km2 for the Gbane Project. Table 7-5 summarises SRK’s
valuation of the Gbane earn-in and joint venture area based on multiples implied by comparative
Table 7-5:

Implied Value of the Gbane Project
Area (km2)

Project
Gbane earn-in and joint venture area

4.37

Assigned Value (US$/km2)
Low

High

160,000

260,000

Implied Value (US$)
Low

High

699,000

1,136,000

In considering the likely value of the Gbane Project as implied by recent transactions, SRK notes the
transaction as contemplated by Gulf and Cassius is the first involving a Large Scale Prospecting
Licence in the region (following the recent de-blocking process as instigated by Cassius). SRK notes
transactions involving the nearby Namdini Project while considered highly comparable, have involved
mining service agreements with local Ghanaian small scale miners, which do not provide ownership
of the underlying tenure (only assignment of the associated gold rights). There is little to no information
regarding the commercial terms associated with these mining service agreements (as employed by
Cardinal at Namdini) within the public domain and hence these cannot be used for valuation purposes.
Importantly, this reclassification of the concessions in the area allows for greater involvement by
foreign entities (typically with significantly larger financial capacity than the Ghanaian miners) and the
use of commercial scale mining methods and equipment. Importantly, this is likely to result in greater
exploration expenditures due to the use of diamond and RC drilling relative to that when these areas
were held by small scale artisanal miners (who were largely restricted to using pick and shovel
methods). As such it is SRK’s opinion, that the market may pay substantially more than implied by
recent transactions, but the degree of potential uplift is difficult to quantify. As such SRK considers
the value implied by recent market multiples underpins the likely value range and has relied on other
valuation methods to consider the likely upper end of the valuation range and determine the preferred
value overall.
Using a Market approach, SRK considers the current market would pay, as a minimum, within
the range US$0.70 M to US$1.14 M for a 100 percent interest in the exploration potential
associated with the Gbane earn-in and joint venture area.

7.4.2 Multiple of Exploration Expenditures
In addition, SRK has analysed past exploration expenditure and applied a range of prospectivity
enhancement factors to estimate the current technical value.
In the case of an Exploration Property, and to a lesser extent an Advanced Exploration Property, the
potential is more speculative and the valuation is dependent to a large extent on the informed,
professional opinion of the valuator. Where useful previous exploration and future committed
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expenditure is known or can be reasonably estimated, the Multiple of Exploration Expenditure (“MEE”)
method is considered to represent one of the more appropriate valuation techniques.
This method involves assigning a premium or discount to the relevant effective Expenditure Base
(“EB”), represented by past and future committed expenditure, through application of a Prospectivity
Enhancement Multiplier (“PEM”). This factor directly relates to the success or failure of exploration
completed to date, and to an assessment of the future potential of the asset. The method is based on
the premise that a ‘grass roots’ project commences with a nominal value that increases with positive
exploration results from increasing exploration expenditure. Conversely, where exploration results are
consistently negative, exploration expenditure will decrease along with the value.
The MEE method relies on the assumption that well directed exploration adds value to a property. This
is not always the case and exploration can also downgrade a project. The PEM, which is applied to
the effective expenditure relating to exploration (pre-Resource) therefore commonly ranges from 0.5
to 3.0. The PEM generally falls within the following ranges:
PEM
Range

Criteria

0.2 – 0.5

Exploration (past and present) has downgraded the tenement prospectivity, no
mineralisation defined
Exploration potential has been maintained (rather than enhanced) by past and present
activity form regional mapping
Exploration has maintained, or slightly enhanced (but not downgraded) the
prospectivity
Exploration has considerably enhanced the prospectivity (geological mapping,
geochemical or geophysical activities)
Scout drilling (RAB, Aircore, RC) has identified economic drill intersections of
mineralisation
Detailed drilling has defined prospects with potential economic interest
A Mineral Resource has been estimated at Inferred JORC category, no concept or
scoping study has been completed
Indicated Mineral Resources have been estimated that are likely to form the basis of a
Pre-feasibility Study
Indicated and Measured Resources have been estimated and economic parameters
are available for assessment.

0.5 – 1.0
1.0 – 1.3
1.3 – 1.5
1.5 – 2.0
2.0 – 2.5
2.5 – 3.0
3.0 – 4.0
4.0 – 5.0

The considered exploration spend is based on previous in-ground expenditure and committed future
expenditure which is adjusted for inflation.
SRK has been advised by Gulf that previous exploration expenditure at the Cassius Licence Area
totals approximately US$3.8 M, of which SRK estimates approximately US$1.9 M has been spent on
in-ground exploration activities within the earn-in and joint venture area. These activities have included
geological and structural mapping, soil and rock chip geochemical sampling, aeromagnetic data
acquisition and analysis, ground magnetic surveying, drill target planning and preparation.
In addition, SRK notes that some US$690,000 has been spent to date on the small scale mining
licence de-blocking process. In SRK’s opinion, these costs should also be considered as part of the
expenditure base as this process has unlocked considerable value (given access to greater financial
resources, foreign exploration and mining methods and larger scale equipment) and greater security
of tenure to foreign owned companies than was available previously. On this basis, SRK has
considered costs of US$220,000 (based on pro-rata allocation of deblocking expenses) as part of its
MEE analysis.
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SRK notes that Cassius has already commenced an initial systematic drill program across the western
margin of the Gbane Project area. Based on the drill programme advanced by Cassius, SRK estimates
some 367 auger holes (for 3,670 m), 9 diamond holes (for 2,340 m) and 37 RC drill holes (for 2,775 m)
are to be completed within the earn-in and joint venture area. SRK estimates the costs of these drill
programs is in the order of US$500,000.
Table 7-6 presents a summary of the rating factors and technical value for the Gbane earn-in and joint
venture area based on the Multiples of Exploration Expenditure (MEE) Rating.
Table 7-6:
Tenement

Gbane

Multiple of exploration expenditure valuation
Total
Exploration
Spend
(US$)

$2.62 M

Productive
Exploration
Factor

95%

Expenditure
Base (US$)

$2.49 M

Prospectivity
Enhancement
Multiplier
(PEM)

Implied Value
(US$M)

Low

High

Low

High

1.3

1.5

$3.24

$3.74

Total

$3.24

$3.74

Applying the MEE method, SRK estimates the implied value for 100 percent interest in the
Gbane earn-in and joint venture area resides within the range US$3.24 M to US$3.74 M.

7.4.3 Geoscientific rating
As an alternate valuation method for the exploration potential associated with the Gbane earn-in and
joint venture area, SRK has also considered the geoscientific rating method of valuation. The
geoscientific rating or modified Kilburn method of valuation attempts to quantify the relevant technical
aspects of a property through the use of appropriate Multipliers (factors) applied to an appropriate
base (or intrinsic) value. The intrinsic value is referred to as the Base Acquisition Cost (BAC) and is
critical in that it forms the standard base from which to commence a valuation. It represents the
“average cost to identify, apply for and retain a base unit of area of title”.
Multipliers are considered for Off-property aspects, On-property aspects, Anomaly aspects and
Geological aspects. These multipliers are then applied sequentially to the BAC to estimate the
Technical Value for each Licence. A further Market Factor is then considered to derive a Market Value.
A BAC for Ghanaian exploration licences has been estimated using the following assumptions:
•

Under Ghanaian mining law, a Prospecting Licence is valid for an initial term of 2 years renewable
by a further two terms each of 2 years. It is assumed that the average age of all Prospecting
Licences in Ghana is 5 years.

•

The legislation provides for a maximum area of 157.5 km2. It is assumed the average size of all
Prospecting Licences in Ghana is 80 km2.

•

A deemed cost to identify an area of interest of US$20,000 was assumed, as well as US$5,000
for the cost of landholder notices, negotiations, legal costs and compensation.

•

Under existing mineral legislation the current fees payable by foreign controlled companies for a
Prospecting Licence are: application (US$250), processing fee (US$500), extension of the
Prospecting Licence (US$500), annual mineral rights fee (Years 1 to 3 US$32/CU*, Years 4 to 6
US$50/CU* and Years 7 to 9 US$70/CU*, where a CU = Cadastral Unit or 21 hectares), Approval
of transfer or assignment/mortgage or joint venture (US$40,000), Approval of option (US$10,000),
Grant of Division, amendment surrender, reduction or enlargement, merger etc of a Mineral Right
(US$5,000) and search in cadastral map (US$0.25/CU*) and search in Cadastral register
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(US$500). On the basis of the average age of a Prospecting Licence being 5 years, it is assumed
the average statutory costs to apply for and hold a Prospecting Licence is US$16,300 per annum.
•

Ongoing internal administrative costs of US$10,000 per licence per year, landholder
compensation of US$500,000 and financial assurances of US$150,000 were assumed.

On this basis, SRK estimates the BAC for the average Ghanaian Prospecting Licence is
US$2,000/ km2.
A market premium was applied to convert the Technical Value to a Market Value to account for the
enhanced tenure situation relative to other explorers in the region and in consideration for the on-going
market appeal enjoyed by gold projects relative to other commodities due to a supportive price outlook.
The rating criteria use for assessing the modifying factors are provided in Table 7-7. These ratings
criteria have been modified by SRK.
SRK’s estimated value range using the geoscientific rating method is presented in Table 7-8.
Based on its analysis using the Geoscientific Rating method, SRK’s estimate of the current market
value of a 100 percent interest in the regional exploration potential of the Gbane earn-in and joint
venture area lies in the range US$1.65 M to US$2.83 M.
Using a Geoscientific rating approach, SRK estimates the value of a 100 percent interest in the
exploration potential associated with the Gbane earn-in and joint venture area lies within a
range of US$1.79 M to US$3.06 M.
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Table 7-7:
Rating

Modified property rating criteria

Off Property Factor

On Property Factor

0.1
0.5

Unfavourable
district/basin

Unfavourable area

0.9

Anomaly Factor

Geological Factor

No mineralisation identified – area
sterilised

Unfavourable geological setting, no
alteration of interest

Extensive previous exploration
provided poor results

Poor geological setting / extensive
cover

Poor results to date

Generally favourable geological
setting, under cover or complexly
deformed or metamorphosed
Generally favourable geological
setting

1.0

No known mineralisation
in district

No known mineralisation on
lease

No targets outlined

1.5

Minor workings

Minor workings or mineralised
zones exposed

Target identified, initial indications
positive

2.0

Several old workings in
district

Several old workings or
exploration targets identified

Several well defined targets
supported by limited drill data

Multiple exploration models being
applied simultaneously

Several well defined targets with
encouraging drill results

Well defined exploration model
applied to new areas

2.5
Mine or abundant
workings with significant
previous production

Mine or abundant workings
with significant previous
production

4.0

Along strike from a major
deposit

Major Mine with significant
historical production

5.0

Along strike for a world
class deposit

3.0
3.5

6.0
10.0

World Class Mine

Significant grade intercepts evident
but not linked on cross or long
sections

Significant mineralised zones
exposed in prospective host rock

Several sub-economic grade
intercepts on adjacent sections

Well understood exploration model,
with valid targets in structurally
complex area, or under cover

Marginally economic targets of
significant size – advanced drilling

Well understood exploration model,
with valid targets in well understood
stratigraphy

Several significant ore grade
correlateable intersections

Advanced exploration model
constrained by known and well
understood mineralisation

Source: Modified after Xstract, 2009
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Table 7-8:

MCKI\GREE\powe

Geoscientific Rating Value for the Gbane earn-in and joint venture area

Targets

Area
(km2)

Gbane exploration
potential (100
percent)

4.37

Off
Property

On
Property

Geology

Anomaly

Technical
Value
(US$ M)

Market

Market Value
(US$ M)

High

4.0

3.5

5.5

3.5

2.36

1.3

3.06

Low

3.5

3

5.0

3.0

1.38

1.3

1.79

BAC (US$)

8,740
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7.4.4 Geological Risk
In the Geological Risk Valuation method, as described by Lord et al. (2001) and Morley (2007), the
estimated value of a project at a given stage of knowledge / development is based on the potential
value of the project at a later stage of development (Target Value), discounted by the probability of the
potential value of the later stage being achieved, and considering the estimated cost of progressing
the project to the next stage. The relevant stages of exploration are described in Table 7-9.
The geological risk of a project is quantified by assessing geological features indicative of four key
success factors for deposit formation (source, pathway, fluid and trap). Market parameters are
considered through either feasibility analysis or comparable market transactions for deposits and
exploration plays with similar commodities and target sizes, and the expected exploration and
infrastructure costs to define a resource at the specified Target Size. The Target Size (in terms of
tonnage and contained metal) is based on the geological understanding of the area, and uses data
from previous exploration and nearby operations.
Table 7-9:

Definition of exploration stages

Exploration stage

Goals

Stage A – ground
acquisition, project/
target generation

To build an expert team for the commodity and basin
To have knowledge, knowledge management and data / information availability for
the belt
To acquire ground in well-endowed belts, considering availability, political /
environmental risks

Probabilities/ risks associated with progressing from Stage A to Stage B, i.e. P(A-B)
Probability that the ground acquisition will result in the acquisition of high quality, well-endowed and
available ground that is worthy of further work
Stage B – prospect
definition (mapping
and geochemistry)

To define drillable targets
To build area knowledge, quality data management systems, suitable geological
models
To use efficient exploration methods, geological skills of exploration team
To define prospect risks and target ranking tools, exploration audit process
To test presence of mineralising system

Probabilities/ risks associated with progressing from Stage B to Stage C, i.e. P(B-C)
Probability that this process will define drillable targets (features that meet criteria of the geological model
and knowledge of the area)
Stage C – drill
testing (systematic
RC, DD)

To test geological models, accuracy of mapping and sampling
To test geological information gathered during prospect definition
To test presence of mineralising system

Probabilities/ risks associated with progressing from Stage C to Stage D, i.e. P(C-D)
Probability that the drill testing phase will result in one or more ‘economic drill intersections‘ that would be
further drill tested
The decision to continue would be supported by other geological information that would give some initial
confidence in the continuity of mineralisation
Stage D – resource
delineation

To have confidence in size and grade potential, continuity of grade and geological
setting
To understand controls on grade distribution (low cost curve position)

Probabilities/ risks associated with progressing from Stage D to Stage E, i.e. P(D-E)
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Exploration stage

Goals

Probability that a ‘drill-out’ will result in the definition of a preliminary resource that is sufficiently robust at
present prices to warrant proceeding to feasibility
Stage E –
Feasibility

To determine metallurgy, metal prices, mineability, cost, prices, mineral balance
sheet
To result in decision to mine, asset with defined net present value

Source: Lord et al., 2001

The value can be illustrated in the following equation:
𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 = (𝑷𝑷 × 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻) − 𝑪𝑪

where EV = Expected Value; TV = Target Value; P = Probability of advancing exploration project; and
C = Cost of advancing exploration project.
This valuation method generates an Expected Value for each project (or prospect) at each of the main
exploration stages or decision points, by working back from a project’s target value. This process is
illustrated schematically in Figure 3-8.

Figure 7-2:

Schematic diagram of the Geological Risk Method

Source: Morley, 2007

A project’s target value can be based on an expected value (TV) from a reasonably constrained DCF
model, or from recent comparable transaction data.
Based on a study of gold exploration programs in the Laverton area of Western Australia, Lord et al.
(2001) concluded that the probability of success (successfully moving from one phase of exploration
to the following phase of exploration) was as set out in Table 7-10.
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Probability of successfully proceeding from one exploration stage to another
Stages

Probability of Advancing

Generative to reconnaissance

0.54

Reconnaissance to systematic drill testing

0.17

Systematic drill testing to Resource delineation

0.58

Resource delineation to feasibility

0.87

Feasibility to mine

0.90

Source: Lord et al. (2001)

Gbane Project
The Gbane Project was considered by SRK to be at the commencement of Stage B (on the
understanding that surface exploration activities are largely complete and drilling to test the
mineralised system is planned to commence shortly).
Target size was allocated after examination and interpretation of historical exploration and discovery
results in the Gbane region, being a reasonable size for the location and commodity and representing
a similar exploration target to known deposits currently under development or operation by junior
exploration or mining companies.
In determining the value for the Gbane exploration project, the Target Value scenario was assumed
to be a +1 Moz gold Resource target, based on the operating Youga gold mine to a 1 Moz gold Reserve
target based on the Banfora Project, both in Burkina Faso. Both the Youga Mine and Banfora Project
are considered to represent reasonable end member analogues for the Gbane Project.
The updated Feasibility Study for the Youga Mine was completed in October 2006 within an estimated
economic outcome (NPV) of US$30.7 million with the mine subsequently brought into production in
2008. The Youga mine transacted in February 2016 for a total consideration of US$25.3 million (which
included US$5.3 M in cash, valuing a 90 percent interest in the asset at US$20 M refer to Endeavour’s
ASX Announcement dated 29 February 2016). The Stated Resource for Youga at the time of the
transaction (February 2016) comprised Measured and Indicated Resources (inclusive of Reserves) of
17.8 Mt at 1.4 g/t gold containing 0.8 Moz Au and Inferred Resources of 3.1 Mt grading 1.53g/t for 150
koz Au. Proven and Probable Mineral Reserves were 2.5 Mt at 1.6 g/t Au containing 0.1 Moz. Since
2008, the mine had produced over 0.6 Moz of gold and was producing between 40,000 to 80,000
ounces annually.
Gryphon Minerals Limited (Gryphon) completed a Feasibility Study into the Banfora Project in 2013
with an economic outcome of US$121 million under a US$1,300/ounce of gold scenario (refer
Gryphon’s ASX announcement dated 31 January 2013). Stated total Reserves (Proved and Probable)
were 16.7 Mt grading 1.95g/t Au for 1.05 Moz of gold, while total Resources (Measured, Indicated and
Inferred) were 112 Mt grading 1.4 g/t Au for 4.89 Moz at a 0.5 g/t Au cut-off grade. The Banfora Project
formed part of a US$64.5 million corporate transaction between Teranga Gold and Gryphon in October
2016.
For the purpose of this valuation, the Target Value was assumed to range from US$23 to US$121
million, based on the Youga Resource and Banafora Reserve positions.
While SRK is aware of the Namdini Resource (Indicated and Inferred - 4.1 Moz at a 0.4 g/t Au cut-off)
immediately to the south of Gbane, this project remains in the reserves development stage and no
techno-economic studies have been completed to date given the mainly Inferred status of the defined
resources. As such, the Youga mine and the Banfora Project were considered to provide better
analogues for the purposes of this assessment.
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Probabilities for proceeding from Stages B to C, C to D, D to E and E to F were assessed based on
both the generic probabilities as defined by Lord et al (2001).
Exploration costs are another variable in the Geological Risk Method. The probability model assumed
a range of exploration costs for Stages B (US$500,000 to $1.1 M); C (US$1.0 to $8.2 M); D (US$5.0
to $16.5 M) and E (US$8.0 to $22.0 M). These cost profiles were based on a combination of Cassius’
planned exploration program, as well as recent third party technical studies (pre-feasibility to feasibility
studies) involving West African gold projects. It is not necessary to incorporate capital costs as they
are accounted for the in the transaction consideration or feasibility study analysis.
SRK’s estimate of the value of a 100 per cent interest in the exploration potential for the Gbane Project
using the Geological Risk method is presented in Table 7-11.
Table 7-11:

Valuation of the Gbane Project based on the Geological Risk Method

Project

Low (US$)

High (US$)

Preferred (US$)

Gbane

$66,000

$4,420,000

$3,872,000

Using a Geological Risk approach, SRK estimates the value of a 100 percent interest in the
exploration potential associated with the Gbane earn-in and joint venture area lies within a
range of US$66,000 to US$4.42 M, with a preferred value of US$3.87 M.

Summary
In selecting its overall value range and preferred value, SRK notes the following:
•

The proposed development of mining and processing related infrastructure at Gbane supports the
exploration potential of the surrounding region;

•

Unlike other adjacent explorers and miners operating under a mining services agreement,
Cassius’ efforts to obtain a Large Scale Prospecting Licence provide for security of tenure, thereby
enabling the rapid advancement and eventual production (should exploration efforts prove
successful);

•

To date, only limited assessment has been carried out over the extensions to the Shaanxi gold
mine and associated artisanal mine workings;

•

Furthermore, as a result of Cassius’ agreements with the artisanal miners to surrender their small
scale mining licenses, Cassius is in a position to access existing waste rock and ore dumps for reprocessing which is likely to support early development of a processing operation and associated
cashflow generation capacity for the project;

•

Initial reconnaissance mapping, geochemical sampling and geophysical surveying has delineated
areas of interest associated with mineralised outcropping rocks, soil geochemistry and along the
trends of artisanal and commercial workings. Many of these areas are ready for targeted drilling.

•

Only limited exploration has been carried out to date in the eastern half of the earn-in and joint
venture area. Further geochemical sampling and geophysical surveying is proposed on the
eastern side of the permit;

•

The agreement between Gulf and Cassius provides Gulf with right of first refusal and an option to
acquire several areas located immediately adjacent to the initial earn-in and joint venture area;
and

•

In SRK’s opinion, ongoing exploration along the known mineralised trends offers good prospects
for the definition of a gold resource, with the scale of that discovery remaining to be determined.
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On this basis, SRK has selected its preferred value for a 100 percent interest in the exploration
potential at the Gbane earn-in and joint venture area from the valuation range as set out below. In
selecting its overall value range and preferred value, SRK has placed greater weight on the values
implied by the Multiples of Exploration Expenditure and the Geological Risk Method, which in SRK’s
opinion better encapsulate the value associated with:
•

prospectivity of the Gbane earn in area (including coincident geochemical and geophysical
anomalies, existing workings and the presence of drill ready targets, etc),

•

its proximity to an active commercial gold mining operation and location along strike from a recent
gold discovery (Cardinal’s Namdini deposit),

•

the extensive deep artisanal gold workings on the site,

•

the Company’s good understanding of the geological controls to mineralisation,

•

the perceived exploration risk; and

•

the greater security of tenure associated with the Large Scale Prospecting Licence over other
arrangements commonly used in the surrounding district.

Table 7-12:

SRK’s valuation of the Gbane earn-in and joint venture area
Implied Value (US$ M)

Project

Valuation Method
Low

High

Comparative Transactions
(minimum value)

0.70

1.14

MEE

3.24

3.74

Geoscientific Rating

1.79

3.06

Geological risk

0.66

4.42

Selected

1.80

4.40

3.50

TOTAL (100 percent)

1.80

4.40

3.50

TOTAL (Gbane 70 percent interest)

1.26

3.08

2.45

Gbane exploration
potential (100
percent)

Preferred

Based on various valuation methods as outlined above, SRK estimates the value of a 100
percent interest in the exploration potential associated with the Gbane earn-in and joint venture
area lies within a range of US$1.80 M to US$4.40 M with a preferred value of US$3.50 M.
Should Gulf earn a 70 percent interest in the Gbane earn-in and joint venture area, such
interests are currently estimated to reside in the range US$1.26 M to US$3.08 M with a preferred
value of US$2.45 M.
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Previous valuations
The VALMIN Code (2015) requires that an Independent Valuation report should refer to other recent
valuations or Expert Reports undertaken on the mineral property being assessed. Having asked the
question of both Gulf and Cassius, SRK is not aware of any previous valuation having been conducted
to the mineral assets which are the subject of this report.
SRK has been advised by Gulf that it is not aware that any previous valuations of the Gbane area
have been completed and are available within the public domain.
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Valuation Summary
RSM commissioned SRK to prepare an Independent Specialist Report incorporating a technical
assessment and valuation of the Gbane earn-in and joint venture area which forms part of the Gbane
Gold Project currently held by Cassius and the subject of a proposed transaction with Gulf. This
Report has been prepared under the guidelines of the VALMIN Code (2015), which incorporates the
JORC Code (2012).
For this valuation, SRK conducted a high-level review of the available technical information supporting
the Gbane Gold Project, for the purpose of determining the validity of such information from a valuation
perspective. In SRK’s opinion, there are no Mineral Resources currently defined within the project
which remains at an early stage of assessment and as such no value was attributed to any gold
resources.
While the VALMIN Code (2015) states that decisions as to which valuation methodology is used are
the responsibility of the Expert or Specialist, where possible, SRK considers a number of methods.
The aim of this approach is to compare the results achieved using different methods to select a
preferred value within a valuation range. This reflects the uncertainty in the data and interaction of the
various assumptions inherent in the valuation.
SRK has recommended preferred values and value ranges for the Gbane earn-in and joint venture
area on the basis of the areal extent of tenure and the perceived exploration potential. SRK has
recommended value ranges on the basis of an analysis of recent comparable transactions involving
gold projects in Ghana and Burkina Faso. SRK’s preferred value was then determined within a range
of possible values, considering all the available information provided.
In support, SRK also considered Multiples of Exploration Expenditure and a Geoscientific rating
approach to arrive at a valuation range.
SRK’s recommended valuation ranges and preferred values for the Gbane earn-in and joint venture
area are summarised in Table 8-1 below. SRK has produced a Market Value as defined by the
VALMIN Code (2015). The positioning of SRK’s selected valuation range and preferred value are
explained elsewhere in this report.
Table 8-1:

Summary of SRK’s Valuation of the Gbane earn-in and joint venture area as of 24
February 2017

Company

Value Centre

Low (US$ M)

High (US$ M)

Preferred (US$
M)

Gbane earn-in and joint venture
area

1.80

4.40

3.50

Total (100 percent basis)

1.80

4.40

3.50

Total (70 percent interest)

1.26

3.08

2.45

Any discrepancies between values in the table are due to rounding.

Compiled by

Jeames McKibben
Principal Consultant
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Peer Reviewed by

Matthew Greentree
Principal Consultant
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Appendix A: Legal report by Resources Energy Mining
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